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FOR,EWORD

It is particularly hard for me to write about someone I love and re-
spect, who has taught me so much about my own attitudes, who has
given me skills that I now consider my own habits of mind, and
thoughts that seem to be my own along with the continual encourage'
ment to grow. It is hard to admit that I have taken so long to recognize
his depth, for Jack Schwarz is an inspired teacher in the highest sense.

Because of his ability as a performer and his roles in public, I, along
with his public, have taken a long time to recognize what he really is.

As this book will make apparent, Jack is not just an inspired teacher
with unusual powers over his nervous system and psychic gifts. F{e is a
man of knowledge. He is also a loving and generous teacher who ofiers,
in this book, an explanation of the methods he has used to obtain his
powers. This book is a rare gift for anyone who will use it, for il holds
out the keys of optimum health and a vision in which it must be clear
that health and spiritual development are synonymous.

Jack is a particular inspiration to all who know him because he is
the living proof of his own philosophy, and he is a model of the health
he talks about. He needs only a couple of hours of sleep each night,
eats sparingly, works furiously, and expresses unbounded joy and en'
ergy. His health results from an integrated and aware life, every aspect

of which he takes full responsibility. He does what he advises others
to do. He monitors his behavior and feelings carefully and maintains
a free flow of energies by using the methods he describes in this book.
During the last ten years many of his students have included doctors,
nurses, and other health professionals who either attended his yearly
course at the University of California, San Francisco or his many
seminars and workshops. Unlike Jack, most of these health profes-

sionals have had plenty of experience being either sick or in less than
optimum condition. However, they came with a sense of the limitations
of the mechanistic view of the body, aware that they needed informa-
tion and skills to put a more holistic view into practice. Among these

audiences, Jack's scholarship in natural medicine was widely appre'
ciated but often overstressed in relation to his spiritual knowledge.

Large groups of peoplc were attracted by .fack's feats of voluntary
control. He uned to lie on a llecl of nails as the preface to a talk, allow'
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ing the audience to inspect the healed punctures at the end. In a
more sophisticated and scientific version of this shock procedure, he
would stick a knitting needle through his forearm in laboratories at
the Menninger Foundation or Langley Porter, and he would ask
whether he should allow it to bleed or not while an array of sensors
recorded his heart rate, brain waves, and other physiological functions.
He is mentioned in many articles and books for his voluntary conffol
of his nervous system, but the message that compelled him to attract
attention is usually omitted. As a result, he has been described as an
odd phenomenon and has been misunderstood and under-estimated.
Those famous demonstrations were, of course, only the side eftects of
his spiritual knowledge and illustrate what every one of us could do
if we were more in tune with ourselves.

From early childhood Jack seems to have had the self-confidence to
achieve this harmony. He learned what he learned by himself. By age
nine he realized that he could place his hands on a sick person who
would then feel better. When.|ack read of a fakir who lay on a bed of
nails, he tried it for himself, undaunted by the fact that this was not
what other Dutch boys of his age were doing. Living in pre-World
War II Holland, he had no teachers to guide him and no long tra-
dition to give him confirmation and support. He simply read what-
ever he could find in a library about these unusual phenomena and
practiced for hours by himself. He discovered that he had many
abilities knorvn as psychic.

This means simply that Jack listened to his inner voices, while most
of us did not. I can certainly remember "psychic" insights I had as a
child, along with a sense of oneness with the natural universe-which,
like so many adults, I heeded less and less as I grew older. I turned my
attention from myself to the outside world, exchanging my own truth
for the tools of survival, of sociability and school work. At the same age
that my intuition was growing fainter, Jack was listening to himself
carefully and practicing concentration. He found that he could hypno-
tize at a distance, intuit what people were thinking,, and see auras.
These powers prompted him to deeper learning. He gave to these in-
ward studies the same energy that most of us reserve for our professions.
His profession was inner knowledge, although he often held unusual
jobs, such as dating antiques, to support his family. It is not the popular
picture of the unfolding of a spiritual teacher. The details are roo
familiar to be awesome.

Jack has no church or dogma for props, no ancient tradition, no
secrets, no panoply of elaborate symbolic deities. In short, he has no
mystique-and we are strangely mistrustful of people whom we can
understand. Because he lacks. a colorful mystique and has no ancient
tradition to aver his validity, his message has not received the same
attention as that of a foreign guru-even though the ultimate messages
are the same. The problem is that we understand his sirrface, his
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idiosyncrasies in clothing, his habit of smoking, his slight Dutch ac'
cent, the moments when he shows a little pride or ego. Jack is con-
ducting hi$ own process before our very eyes and sharing with us a
Westerner's process of development. He lets us follow his own trans-
formation in a way that gives hope to us all. Now that he does not
have-to lie on a bed of nails to win our ctedence, let us use the methods
that he ofiers here for our own lives.

There is no book like this! Most men of knowledge, including the
greatest masters, have not taken the trouble to lay out the steps of
meditative practice so simply and explicitly that anyone-even those
with no background-can learn from them to develop his own aware'
ness. Jack is a master, and it is with enormous patience, generosity'
and love that he could write this book in a way that all of us can use it.
It is not a book to read through quickly, but a workbook that can
have powerful effects if it is practiced in sequence over a period of
months. Anyone who takes its challenge seriously is likely to begin
feeling qualities that he or she may have attributed to special, "psychic"
people. Moreover, anyone who practices the meditations will soon be
feeling the joy of using his or her inner powers more fully, listening to
his intuition, and paraconscious sensibility. Unlike many Western
books on meditation, this one has been worked out and tested on more
than a decade of students. Its simplicity is a testimony to Jack's pa-
tience and devotion as a teacher. It is hard to remember the beginning
in detail when you are a master, and to write out the baby steps in
order, after you yourself have learned to run. Still, it is the baby steps
that make this book so practical.

Ten years ago, Jack introduced a group of us at a Kansas confer-
ence to some of the chakra exercises in this book. At that time, I had
no background and didn't vaguely know how to relax. Inevitably I
found the exercises as frustrating as they were intriguing, for I could
not visualize the colors and shapes as others could. I privately assumed
that I was one of those special people who couldn't do these things.
Later, when I still couldn't relax much and didn't know how to con-
centrate, I tried to follow Jack's instructions to stimulate energy and
place a cone of light around myself. Next to other people in the Broup,
I felt sure I had experienced virtually nothing, but I followed Jack's
insistence to do it my own way and practiced imagining that I could
feel and see the light.

I happened to be living at the time on the upper West Side in New
York City, and when I returned from the country I felt vulnerable. One
evening I was wdking on Broadway amidst the usual crowd of hopped-
up, hyper people, junkies, and paranoids. Although I had doubted my
abilities to meditate, I quickly placed a spiral of light around myself,
ancl noticed the immediate change. In a word, confidence. Nobody
trespassecl into my spiral, ancl I was able to walk in comfort, exhilarated
and interc$tc<l instead of paranoicl. I mention this moment because it
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is typical of Jack's practicality. Meditation, as he insists, is not some-
thing you do passively in a closet or corner: it is a way of bringing
greater awareness, responsibility, and harmony to one's life. It is also
true that it is easier to do the exercises in sequence. Unless you have
been meditating a good deal, you probably won'-t want to skip around
in this book. One problem with starting out of sequence, unless you
have developed your skills, is that you may then encounter the kind
of frustration I felt when I encountered one of Jack's sophisticated
visualizations before I knew how to breathe and relax, not to mention,
focus.

Most meditation teachers will tell you to breathe calmly, and evenly,
but they rarely tell you hozu. It is invaluable to have breathing exer-
cises laid out in detail as they are here. I found paradoxical breathing
difficult at first, but it soon became enormously helpful in immediately
changing my state of consciousness. Similarly, Jack's advice on sitting
posture is lenient enough to allow everyone a way of being comfortable.
I spent a yeat trying to sit in half-lotus on a round meditation pillow,
and wound up with knee trouble that required an orthopedist. He
turned out to have a closet full of meditation pillows from other
meditation students as unused to cross-legged sitting as I. As Jack says,
there is no special virtue in orthopedic:troubles.

Unlike most teachers, Jack insists that you do not learn by being
taught, not by following a teacher, or an authority-and not even by
doing the exercises in this book precisely as they are offered. Instead,
you are the active one. You must judge for yourself. If you listen care-
fully to yourself, you may change the exercises to fit you better, or use
the information here to design your own.

The book is a tool to help you attain a deep honesty with yourself,
to let go of your preconceptions and constricting self-criticisms, so that
you can release your energies and your creativity. As you listen to your
intuitions instead of the voices of society, you will begin to notice that
your higher self can take command, and that you are on an exciting,
perilous, and irresistible lifetime journey of evolution. To deny it is to
choose sickness over health. To read and study this book is to take the
first step in affirming your true being.

-Gay Luce

Voluntary Controls



l.
Mediating and Meditating

Meditation is a tool to help solve problems and achieve goals

in our daily lives. But many people who have acquired the' 
tool of meditation never really use it! They not only waste

this valuable resource; they also run into some difficulty rec-

onciling their daily lives with their meditative experiences.
Creative meditation is an acti,ae form of meditation that
begins as a specific practice or exercise but eventually becomes

a way of lite.
It is foolhardy to use any tool without becoming well

acquainted with it. And this is as true of meditative techniques
as it is of the proper use of a chain saw. We cannot expect to
rnaximize its effectiveness and minimize its dangers until we

' learn all we can about it. The first thing to know is what the
tool is used for. In this chapter, I will describe how active and
passive meditation differ, how active meditation can increase

- our creativity, and how this practice can help maintain good
health. d

Practitioners of passive meditation become charged with
energy by remaining cluiet and receptive. Frequently, the first
thing that happens as a result of this cxercise is what human-
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4 Voluntory Controls

istic psychologists have called peah experiences. These are
described as experiences of bliss, joy, expanded awareness, or
deep spirituality. When asked to explain how their meditating
affects them, these practitioners will often respond, "I don't
know exactly, but I feel great." Yet the only change in their
lives is that they can occasionally exalt in the memory of the
peak experience.

As they continue to meditate, less desirable phenomena
begin to occur. They can become terrified by overwhelming
feelings of alienation and loneliness. Visions of demons and
battles with threatening forces begin to fiIl the world in which
they first glimpsed heaven. At this poinr, many people begin
to doubt that they are meditating correctty. If they become too
doubtful or frightened, they may srop meditating. When their
meditation ceases to produce appearances of someone like
Jesus Christ or Krishna, disappointment and anxiery over-
whelm them. The result of their efforts is that after a brief
blooming, the joy of life has again disappeared. People who
once walked around with their eyes raised to rhe sky suddenly
start looking very depressed. Ask them if they are still meditat-
ing, and they will say, "No. It just doesn't work for me." If
they have the courage ro try it again, they usually become very
fidgety. What has happened is that they have allowed all the
energy to come in and to charge them up, but they have not
done anything with it. The result? The bound energy affects
them in a negative way, firsr emotionally and then physiologi-
cally.

People who are unable to integrate the negarive experi-
ences of meditation with the peak experiences have never
learned what meditation really is. They have the idea that
meditation will bring them closer to reality or God or rhat it
will bring them peace of mind. But they have specific expecra-
tions about what these experiences should be. From that per-
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spective, passive meditation becomes a form of worship, and
the worshiper wants to see only the positive aspects of God.

When this meditator experiences a vision of both positive
and negative-the creative and the destructive cycle of the
univeise-he or she cannot cope with it. This problem is

avoided when a meditator goes beyond a passive role and
interacts with the imagery in meditation.

Creative meditation is not the receptive silence that most

people expect meditation to be. Meditation is the action of
becoming a mediator between opposites-between "the above
and the below," cosmos and man, and positive and negative.
When I meditate, I am responsible for the task of integrating
everything that happens during my meditation, whether a

peak experience or a traumatic one. I try to see beyond the
conceptual evaluation that my reasoning mind makes for each

experience, and I search for ways to apply my meditation to
the situations confronting me in daily life. To meditate, then,
is to be a responsible mediator.

To me, the additional t in the word med,itation is an image
of the tau cross, an ancient symbol of responsibility and com-
mitment. In early Egyptian religion, neophytes were required
to undergo the ordeal of being tied to the cross. This was part
of the ceremony that initiated them into the mysteries of
Osiris. This gesture of total commitment to the responsibility
that accompanies knowledge was expected before the truth
was unveiled to them. To become initiates, they had to act
upon their knowledge, not just receive it. In this way, they
became mediators instead of worshipers.

I am not introducing this example in order to deny the
importance o[worship. But I do wish to point out that there is

a difference between worship by practicing the presence and
worship by adoration. The first brings you into a dynamic
union with what you worship; adoration keeps you separated

T
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from it. All too often, we think that being religious means that
we adore God at a certain time and place and in a certain
form. To me, this is as misleading as the notion that medi
tating is sitting passively and waiting for enlightenmenr.

I have found that I need to worship all the time. How?
I see value in things to which I otherwise might nor have given
value-in the flower, the trees, the clouds, the trash can. I see

value in everything and worship it because it is part of every-
thing, but I never idolize it. I need to live God, cosmos, and
universe, not separate myself by sitting, gazing, and saying
hallelujah. Worship means being actively involved and inter-
acting. We can be mediators when we worship and when we
meditate. When we take this active role, we live it every mo-
ment, not just at predesignated times. Everything in life is
affected, especially our health and our state of mind.

All that we feel, see, and experience in the course of life
resides within us. Experiences that are absorbed but not di-
gested form a residue that clogs our psychological functioning,
much as cholesterol can block our arteries. Passive meditation
stimulates the flow of energy, and when energy rushes through
our psychological arteries, all the residue suddenly srarts to
shake loose. Consciously, we experience this as traumas that
appear in all sorts of abhorrent disguises. Many guides to
meditation tell us not to pay attention if these experiences
occur, but if we repress these negative experiences, they will
only come to the surface every time we meditate. We will
come out of meditation with the memory that it was negative
and the anxious expectation rhat the next meditation will be
negative, too. The only way to stop repeating this situation is
to recycle the negative material. We can diffuse the traumas
by realizing that the energy bound within rhem can be trans-
muted and set free if we take an active part in meditation.

I have found rhat creaiive meditation is the method by
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which to dissolve the concrete forms of negative experiences
and perceive that they are the balance of the peak experiences.
The two kinds of experiences constitute a whole that we must
embrace if we wish to develop a balanced awareness.

Imagine a business situation in which you are suddenly
overwhelmed by a problem you cannot solve. In creative
meditation, you set the problem outside yourself. You are no
longer personally involved. It is not your problem; it is a

problem belonging to the world in which it arose. From this
perspective you will be able to deal with it in a nonattached,
nonemotional, nonsubjective way. Because you are no longer
personally vulnerable in the situation, your reactions will be
energetic and positive. Because you have become an am-

bassador who is aware of both the positive and the negative
sides of the issue, you can bring the two together in harmony.

Creative rneditation creates a focus for the neutralization
and integration of all facets of your life; it is a practical tool
rather than a passive state of worship. You can use it to solve
problems, but it also benefits you in a more direct manner
by helping you to develop a perspective on life that brings
harmony to your body and mind. Better health is one of the
most welcome rewards of active meditation; disease is a severe
expression of repressed traumatic material. Therefore, when
you interact with each experience in life as it occurs, nothing
can be repressed to the extent of forming a stagnated pool of
energy that finally disrupts the normal functioning of your
body. By using meditation as a way of learning about our-
selves, we soon come to understand how disease originates and
how we can avoid it.

In the medical world today, there is an increasing interest
in the so-callel control of mind over body as evidenced in the
literature on psychosomatic medicine. In my own experience
with this phenonrenon, I have found that control is a mis-
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nomer for what actually occurs when people cure themselves

of headaches or undergo the remission of malignant tumors in
aPParently miraculous ways.

Every one of us has the capability of manifesting the power
of mind over matter. But first we must understand what that
power really is. It is not a force, although it does entail the
flow of energy. It is unlimited, but extremely subtle. It is not
control or power in the authoritarian sense; rather, it is what
I call passiue aoliti,on if you will, or, aoluntary controls.

Passive volition is a type of will power, but its source is the
kind of will we gain when we act as responsible mediators.
Although I will describe this complicated concept in this
chapter, passive volition must be discovered in your own ex-

perience before you can understand it fully. The techniques
and ideas presented in this book are meant to help you to
discover this and many other resources hidden within your-
self.

When I became aware of rny own ability to exercise passive

volition, I used it to demonstrate to people how we can will
our bodies to react to external stimuli in unusual wais. In
my first years of lecturing, I would often begin a talk by lying
on a bed of widely spaced nails. Then I would stand up and
invite the audience to examine the punctures made in my
body by the nails. Next, I would illustrate our potential to
control the flow of blood by stopping or starting the bleeding
from the wounds. Although the nails were never sterilized, I
never sufiered from an infected wound,

By this time, my audience would discard their precon-
ceived ideas about the world and themselves; they were ready
to receive new concepts. In the lecture that followed, I would
try to awaken them to their creative potential and to the self-

imposed restraints that prevented them from leading fuller,
happier lives. I would thLn describe how each of us is con-

nected to all life through our essential nature, which is spirit.

9Medioting ond Medltoting

These ideas are not easy for most of us to comprehend be-
cause our attitudes have set us against any reality other than
the most dense, concrete forms of energy. Only the undeniable
demonstration of a fact contrary to this limited world view
seems to open people's minds and hearts. After my lecture, I
would again ask the audience to examine the puncture wounds
because by that time the holes would have healed-or, rather,
I would have willed that they would close withour harm to
the body.

Today audiences do not need such shock treatments to
open their rninds. I no longer need to demonstrate the
phenomenal aspects of mind over matter except in the labora-
tories of scientists who are trying to understand the com-
plexities of mind-body interactions. This new openmindedness
has not come about by chance. Many demonstrations under
controlled laboratory conditions paved the way. I participated
in one experiment in which we monitored the physiological
effects on my mind and body when I pierced my arm with a

knitting needle. We were primarily checking to see whether
my ability to pierce my body without feeling pain was due to
blocking the experience mentally or to actually preventing
traumatization of my body.

Here is the taped description of the experiment (from the
film "Mind and Hand," in the C.B.C. series, "The Nature
of Things," fi974):

Jack S. was asked to close his eyes and assume a medita-
tive state. Electrodes, attached to his scalp and other
areas of his skin, are monitoring a number of physical
parameterE. Should pain or anxiety be experienced at any
point during this demonstration, a rapid change in meter
readings would be expected. Jack is completely on his
own and is receiving no bio-feedback information.

From being in a range of above l3 cps, the record is
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now showing a gradual increase in alpha frequency. As a

demonstration of the voluntary control of a state of pain,
we are going to ask Jack to place a large-diameter, 24 to
26 gauge steel, unsterilized knitting needle completely
through his left bicep. An important factor to note here is

that there has been no prior preparation, and that Jack
is not in any hypnotic state. Jack says, "I'm going to
puncture the arm with this needle. I have no specific place

to do this, but will insert it right about here, and push it
through so that it comes out on the other side. Now it is

totally through the arm."
A flashing red light shows no change in heart rate; no

change is recorded in skin temperature. The EEG record
shows no indication of stress of any kind. Despite the fact
that the needle was inserted right through the arm, Jack S.

is also able mentally to stop any bleeding that would
normally have taken place. The small marks left by the
needle heal very rapidly. This is mind over matter to a

highly significant degree.

In this experiment, carried out at Langley Porter Neuro-
psychiatric Institute in San Francisco with Dr. Kenneth Pelle-

tier, each physiological test was followed by an interview in
which I was asked how I had felt and what I had thought as I
did the experiment. After the needle test, I said:

Since I know that I'm going to insert the needle, there's

no need for pain. I've brought myself into a state of non-
attachment, which means that I keep my attention occu-

pied by visualizing something outside my being, paying
no attention to my arm. In this way it can be said that I'm
not putting the needle through rny arm:' I'm putting the
needle through an arm. . . . My body has agreed that this
may happen, and no fear, no pain will be felt. 'Because I
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am non-attached and accepting, I do not feel threatened
by the strange event occurring.

The abilities that I demonstrated in these experiments are

within everyone's reach. When there is a condition of har-
monious interaction between your mind and your body, you
can practice passive volition. To attain such harmony, you
need to develop a nonattached point of view, an awareness of
the purpose of life, and a flow of energy or consciousness that
is not hindered by fear or repressed emotion.

Creative meditation is an accessible and effective tool for
this task. In the chapters that follow, I will delineate many of
the meditative techniques and other aids that encourage and
implement harmony between mind and body. This book can

serve as a catalog of tools. However, they are valuable only if
they can stimulate you to become a mediator in life and to
develop your own meditative methods. Think of my tech-
niques as building blocks. Select some, and combine them
with others to suit your own needs. If you can be creative with
these exercises rather than blindly replicate them, this book
can become a manual for your own life. By using it as a guide,
you can find your way to health, creativity, and dynamic inter-
action with the universe around you.



Self-lnitiqtion

can live in both worlds. When we have learned to live in this
way, nothing is hidden. We can become aware of all the at-

tachments and fears that hinder us, as well as of the inner
resources that can help us. Through that awareness, we gain
greater confidence in our ability to meet the demands of our
lives successfully and to understand how we are learning and
evolving.

Use the techniques of creative meditation to make you
aware of your progressive evolution, the irreversible growth
that occurs when you gain knowledge through experience.

When you consciously experience something, an abstract con-
cept becomes rnanifest. For example, if you are afraid but
repress your fear, it is preserved within you. But if you become

conscious of it and experience it directly, you can interact
with it. When you activate it, ybu are released from it by
learning from the experience. A productive type of meditation
such as creative meditation stimulates this process.

A perfect act is a physical expression of the mental mani-
festation of spiritual integration. Unless the integration is
carried through to the physical level, it will simply be an

unfertilized seed. It is very easy to become attached to our
insights and visions. Very often, we do not realize that a reve-

lation is not the apex of experience but just the seed that needs

to mature by being allowed to grow into a perfect act. Insights
are the mental manifestation of truth. These experiences

should be transformed into actions. Do not fear an insight;
have.faith in it and act upon it. Never consciously control it;
let it ripen and express itself in the ways in which you react
and act in your life. The active expression of truth is the pur-
pose of life. S.o use meditation to develop awareness of your
evolution toward this goal.

In order to achieve this ability, meditation should first be

used to balance our physical, mental, and spiritual states.

Therefore, the exercises in this book begin with rnethods for

t3

2.

Self-lnitiation

In this chapter, I will describe some of the practical but more
esoteric and theoretical foundations of creative meditation as

a means for self-initiation. All the exercises included in this
book will help you to develop the ability to analyze yourself
creatively. They require that you use all your perceptual
faculties. As you practice, you will learn to credit information
from your intuitive sense with the same certainty that you
grant the p'erceptions of your physical sense organs. Your
powers of perception will intensify, and as they do, they will
make you as aware of your inner experiences as you are of
your outer environment. Many times, students have asked me
why their meditation seems devoid of the fascinating images
or provocative realizations that other meditators claim to ex-
perience. Are such insights really only rare occurences? My
response is that not only is this inner vision available to every-
one who practices meditation but also it is active all the time,
not just during meditation. We have not learned how to turn
our attention to the inner world because we spend most of our
lives focusing on mundaire matters in the outer world. Crea-
tive meditation teaches us to redirect our attention so that we
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calming body and mind so that they support the meditative
state. These preparatory instructions are followed by discus-

sions of the visualization exercise, or reverie, and the complete
creative meditation cycle. One of the applications of these

techniques is then demonsrated in Chapter 6, "Health and
Human Energies." Many philosophic and meditative tradi-
tions state that certain areas of the body are the physiological
centers of energy and that blockage ir, these centers creates

disease. Conversely, when you achieve the proper flow of
energy, you have taken a major evolutionary step. The final
group of exercises (in Chapter 7) will present techniques for
the activation and regulation of energy flow through these

centers, commonly called chakras.

Activating the chakras, awakening our intuitive powers

through meditation, and seeking an integration of mind,
body, and spirit were once the exclusive province of the
shaman and the mystic. Today they can be fairly common
goals; certainly, the means of attaining them are availahle to
everyone. We need not undergo the ritualized ordeals that
ancient initiates experienced in order to gain knowledge.
Rather, we need to awaken to the fact that we are a/l initiates.

How do we become initiated? By our own change of con-

sciousness. I do not need another individual to shower rose

petals over me and say, "You are now initiated." Once I have

the initiative to take responsibility for my own consciousness

and start working with it, I become an initiate. However, I am

an initiate at the lowest level of discovery, and I may yet ex-

perience many initiations. I know that I can achieve these

initiations only by continuing to move beyond the level at

which I am competent. Every time I discover another plane
of consciousness, I will become an adept in that plane. If a

doctor examines only one orrgan of a patient, with no involve-
ment with the patient's mind or the rest of his body, he will
never know the whole man nor be able to heal him properly.
Hc is an initiatc only to that part. I want ro be irritiated into

Self-lniliqtion

the part, the whole body, and other bodies as well. By moving
into the unknown, I gain the opportunity to expand my com-
petency. This is one reason why we should remain nonattached
to any single aspect of ourselves or our lives. We must learn to
let it go so that we can grow.

Today many people are becoming aware of the fact that
no one can take the initiative for them. They cannot rely on
others, on society, or on fate to bring them the fulfillment
they desire. They have finally realized that the only consola-

tion and understanding that can be gained are to be found
within themselves.

Metaphysicians tell us that we are now experiencing a

turning point for humanity. The common expression for this
is that this is the Aquarian age and that in it we have the op-

portunity to move to a new level of consciousness. The turmoil
we feel within ourselves and see in the world around us results

from the pressure to change, the challenge offered by the new
age.

Part of this challenge is that we should assume the re-

sponsibility of becoming our own authority. If we start to heed

the teachings of the wise men of the past, we should remember
this. Jesus Christ, one of the initiates whose voice is still heard,

said, "Ye can do the things I do and greater things will ye

do." As long as we keep worshiping the man without living
his principles, we cannot even begin to do the things He did.
And what about the still greater things we could do if we really
understood His principles? In my view, we should not be striv-
ing to follow an individual. We should understand that the

teachings of all wise people are tools for us to find our own

ways to becoming initiates.
I want to reiterate the importance of the relationship be-

tween taking an active role in your meditation and becorriing
a cocreator in your life. Being a cocreator means that you are

the final authority on what is true; but this cannot happen
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bility. Whenever you become a student or try to teach some-

one else what you know, it is helpful to remember this.

It is particularly necessary to keep this in mind when you

learn methods of meditation or of any other self-actualizing

technique. For example, the main source for this book is my

own meditation experience. The ideas and practices are Par-
ticularly suited to me but not necessarily to anyone else. Never-

theless, they can stimulate you and direct you to develop

your own.
I have found that many of the experiences I have had are

confirmed in the philosophy or the stories of other meditators.

I am often asked, "What is your philosophy?" I reply, "I have

a philosophy of my own which is similar in many ways to

many other philosophies." The meaning of the word phi,loso-

phy (Gk. philo,love; sophia, wisdom) is love of wisdom. If you

have wisdom, you know yourself, and therefore you can create

your own philosophy.
Those who cannot find their own philosophy through

meditation must adhere to another's. In the process, what

began as a dynamic expression of wisdom for one person be-

comes a static belief system. The passive followers of philoso-

phies and religions can only know what is written about them.

Their knowledge is based on belief, not personal experience.

And personal experience is the only way to gain wisdom. It is

also the only way to know something without a shadow of a
doubt. By living it, you know it firsthand. When many people

say, "I have faith," they mean, "I believe." When I say I have

faith, I mean, "I know it because I have experienced it, even

though I may not have experienced it in the concrete world."
I have experienced it during meditation in a state that
transcends the perceptual world. This experience became a

conscious part of me, something so clear that I do not hesitate

to express it in the concrete perceptual reality of the physical

world as well.

Self-lnitiqtion

Experience then becomes knowledge that can be com-
municated, and that is what I am describing in this book. It is

like having a good investment and knowing there is someone
backing you up. You can't go wrong. But when I follow the
authority-of some other person or teaching, I can go wrong
every time because the authority might fail me when applied
to the reality of my own life. Therefore, I am an eclectic, not
because I have followed many philosophies, bur because I have
nbserved many philosophies. I can say, "Yes, this is what I have
experienced. Thank you. That confirms what I am doing."

It is very helpful, then, to read books and listen to orhers
in order to find ways to express your experiences. All the
spiritual teachings are useful; none should be excluded. The
truth lies within all of them, but not all of us can peel the egg
and find the truth within.

In my classes a new student will say, "Right. You were
talking about Christian Science." Another says, "Right. You
must be a Sufi." "Right. That's what the Zen Buddhist says."
"Right. That's real Christian teaching." All these people
want to make me an authority in order to hear my teachings.
But they misunderstand. Neither my classes nor this book are
meant to be authorities. They are an assernbly of my own peak
experiences and a description of the methods I used that pro-
duced these peak experiences.

Before practicing the techniques of creative meditation, it
is important that you adjust your atritudes toward student-
teacher roles: Realize that you cannor learn by being taught.
We misunderstand the role of the teacher. Teaching should
mean sharing our experience with other people because we
feel a deep desfue that others may experience it themselves and
share it with us. It is a process of exchange, a transference of
thoughts without dogmatizing. Their experience may be dif-
ferent from ours, just as the seed is different from the flower.
A teacher can share experiences as if sowing seeds so that
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others can grow their own flowers. In teaching, one should

only say, "Here is a model. If you like the model, perhaps you

would like to know how it was formed. Let me give you the

method. I am handing out patterns. So here is a Pattern. Use

my pattern if you like it. You like my dress? You like my suit?

If you don't like the pocket on the back, you can put it in
front-wherever you like. And if you want to put it on the

top of your collar, that's okay with me, too."
Many teachers teach their students to play follow-the-

Ieader, and that often holds the students back from self-

discovery. The teacher who gives us information and molds

our minds by telling us what is true and what is false is really
practicing behavior modification, not education. We trust the
teacher more than we trust ourselves and blindly say to our-
selves, "If the teacher does it, it must be so."

Today there are many gurus whose students copy every-

thing they do. The guru may tell them to find their own inner
wisdom, but in the next sentence, he intones, "Now, my chil-
dren, let us meditate." By saying that, he assumes the authority
of a parent, looking upon his students as children, not as

peers. But students are their teachers' peers.

We seek teachers because they have experienced things we

have not yet known but wish to know. Should the fact that
they have had the opportunity to experience those things be-

fore we have make them absolute authorities over us? Imagine
a neighborhood in which the children are still playing with
tricycles. Suddenly onb of them gets a bicycle. This child be-

comes the authority on bicycles until everyone else gets one.

Then they realize, "He didn't know that much about bicycles.

As a matter of fact, he's not that good at bicycling at all!" As

long as the other children had not experienced bicycling, they
looked up to this glossy chrome thing and the lucky child who

proudly rode it. And the child on the bicycle looked down his

nose at them.

Self-lnitiqtion

Who are we to be authorities over other people? Certainly,
we need teachers throughout our lives. I have had a thousand
gurus, but not one of them taught me anything. Indeed, they
confirmed me. Every time I saw my own experience reflected
in the words or actions of another person, my own authority
was confirmed. From each of the many books I have read, I
have extracted the material relevant to my own needs and
perspectives and dismissed the rest. Every one of them has

confirmed me, sometimes with only one sentence. This is the
important thing. All my gurus have enabled me to realize that
I am not the only one who is envisioning the world in a certain
way. But they have also helped me to undersrand that the
model created by all my perceptions is unique to me. That
model is important to others only when it encourages them
to make their own models.

What will people do with the experiences they have if
they take this book seriously and practice the exercises? WilI
they say, "This is Jack Schwarz's method"? No. If they have
followed the instructions carefully, they will be developing
their own methods. There are an infinite number of path-
ways. The teacher should merely hand out maps. Each of us

must travel the map by creating our own pathways. Suppose
that I ask, "How do you get from San Francisco to Seattle?"
One person might say, "I go by way of Sacramento." Another
might respond, "I go by way of Chicago." The first person may
think that it is unnecessary to go to Chicago en route to San

Francisco until the second person explains, "Before I go to
San Francisco, I must attend a meeting in Chicago that will
determine what is to be done when I arrive in San Francisco."

Each of us has his or her own path to travel and his or her
own reasons for*the journey, but we all will encounter mile-
stones that look familiar because they have been seen by
others. Their descriptions are like travel guides we read be-
fore going on a trip. It is like seeing a picture of a temple in
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Malaysia. We can all share that picture, but we will each have

different experiences if we go there. Only then will we know
about the sweet-smelling fruit market in the square outside
the temple. Some of us might meet the people there and learn
about the temple ceremonies. Although the temple looked the
same to us all in the picture, it differed for each of us when
we encountered it.

There is only one truth, but there are many different ways

to experience it. They may be similar, but they are never

exactly the same. That is why we are often dissatisfied when
someone describes an experience that we have had ourselves.

In my classes, people sometimes say that according to their
experiences, I have omitted important aspects of a topic or
that I have exaggerated others. That is because it is impossible

'to use the terms of this three-dimensional world to describe a

multidimensional perception that is experienced during medi-

tation or insight. That is what makes everything unique.
When we understand this, we realize we must respond to

questions by saying, "Go there, and experience it, but do not
ask me exactly how it is." You want to say more, but you can-

not. You can describe the experience, but you cannot recreate

it for someone else. You can only awaken them to its existence.

Sometimes if you do describe an experience, another person

might get the feeling of it. But you must still advise them not
to be satisfied with that feeling alone. Then they will not make

society's mistake of allowing religion and philosophy to be-

come dogmatic.
Our responsibility as teachers is to share what we have

freely. Our responsibility as students is to choose our teachers

and select what we need from what they say, rather than mak-

ing them into dictators, idols, or gods.

A good model of this kind of educational process can be

seen in the Sufi tradition of the Middle East. The Sufis will
invite novices and strangers to their most sacred cerbmonies

Self-lnitiqtion

and reveal to them their most sacred teachings because, as

they say, those who cannot hear, will not hear. On the other
hand, if the stranger turns out to be someone who has already
initiated himself, they will be very glad to share their wisdom
with such a person-and learn from him as well.

This is a principle I try to follow. I am quite convinced
that when I am standing in front of my students, there might
be many masters among them. At that moment, they may
never have brought their mastery into action, but maybe I am
that little spark that can activate them. I guarantee you that
if they all could stand up and proclaim their mastery, if they
could show me that in their actions and in their lives they can
practice their wisdom, I would be glad to sit down and listen.
My job would be finished. You see, I am trying to work myself
out of a job, not into one. I do not mind becoming an ap-

prentice again.
The exercises and information I have collected are pre-

sented here to encourage you to awaken to your own mastery.

If you practice these exercises and allow your intuition to give
you your own adaption of them, you will find the teacher you
seek. If practiced and adapted to your individual needs, they
can help you begin to become aware of the self-not just the
physical self, for we are more than just a physical form. We
have a mind and substance and a source from which we derive
our being. Then you can become aware of this world by de-

veloping what I call uniaersal peripheral ai,sion. Ybu will ex-

pand your vision until you begin to perceive much more than
you do now. You will perceive with both your physical eyes

and your spiritual understanding. Finally, you can begin to
express this awargness in all your actions, to practice it in every
thought and deed. The challenge of our age is to become al-

chemists, transmuting the energy of insight and wisdom into
practical living and thus to manifest the divine on earth.
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Preparing to Practice

What happens to our consciousness when we meditate? We

seem to gain a perspective on our experience that is expanded

beyond normal awareness. Unless we understand how our
minds can operate in this way, it is difficult to feel com-

fortable with meditative experiences and to apply meditative
techniques to daily problems. Therefore, before describing

creative meditation techniques that help us to attain this ex-

panded perspective, I will introduce you to the part of the

mind that is the hidden source of creativity and intuition.

THE PARACONSCIOUS MIND

Most of us have been educated to live according to the

process of logical verification. Our attention has been di-
verted from the process of self-discovery. We say that we
"know" something, but actual knowing comprises three func-

tions: thinking, feeling, an{ knowing. Thinhingis based on a
logical verification of sensory perceptions, identifying them

with the aid of preconceived concepts. Feeling is our imotional
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feedback and responses to the external world. Knowing, how-
ever, is based on intuitional experience.

Intuitions are the result of a process of creative discovery
that occurs within us. Normally, we are unconscious of the
process and only consciously perceive its culmination when
we intuit an answer or gain insight into a problem. Many
people are uncomfortable when they have to admit that they
cannot explain how their insights arise. They know that they
know, but they do not know how.

Each of the modes of discovery-thinkiqg, feeling, and
knowing-are functions of different aspects of the mind. Re-

spectively, these are the conscious mind, the subconscious
mind, and the superconscious, or what I call paraconscious,

mind. Becoming aware of the paraconscious mind is one of the
goals of meditation.

The awareness we gain by means of intuition arising from
the paraconscious mind is difficult to describe because it is not
derived from or limited by our sensory apparatus. Let me give

you an analogy. Imagine that we are individual drops of water
in the ocean. Each water drop reverberates in response to
everything else that happens in the ocean because every slight
movement is transmitted, in varying degrees, to all parts of the
ocean. The wholeness that is the cosmic ocean can be called
the uniaersal mi,nd,. This omniscient mind is individualized
within us as our paraconscious mind, and it is through this
aspect of our mind that we partake of all-knowingness. When
we understand this, we have become aware of the nature of
intuition. Its source is that knowingness which is beyond both
the subconscious and the conscious mind. Intuitions are our
momentary awareness of the fact that all of us are in constant,

perpetual conntction with the total universe, with God. Such

moments are unusual, and most of our perceptions arise from
another process in which we consciously evaluate our experi-

ences and rationally verify them.
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Our daily experiences make sense to us because we have

been taught to impose a structure of time and a causal sequence

upon them; one thing follows after another and is the result
of what has gone before. We verify these patterns by using

logic. However, there are three limitations to this mode of
perception: First, we are imposing a preexisting cognitive

structure on what we perceive. Second, our perceptions are

limited to our grosser senses because intuition cannot be de-

rived from logical reasoning. Third, the cognitive sructures
that we apply are not our own; we use a language and an

understanding of logical principles that have been created by

long-term social consensus.

Preconceived evaluations blind us and limit our experi-

ences to what we already know. If we wish to learn and grow,

we need to remove all the restraints on our perceptions. Most

binding of all are the closed doors to the paraconscious mind.
I would like to see each individual acknowledge the perceP-

tions of the paraconscious. That is the way to discover the

creative source within us and to learn to rely on our insights

rather than on the discoveries and authority of others.

The most common avenue to inner discovery is through
the world of dreams. Ancient societies and so-called primitive
peoples have all appreciated the significance of dreams. They
realized that dreams reveal and verify inner conditions and

awarenesses that are often hidden to the rational, conscious

mind. I am not suggesting that dreams give us a better picture
of reality than our normal waking consciousness provides, but
they do provide additional information that can enhance our
awareness. They allow us to experience the perceptions of the

subtle senses of the paraconscious mind.
These perceptions can be integrated into our day-to-day

lives and can help us to solve problems and find more meaning

in our activities. For example, inventors will tell you that they

require both logical reason and creative intuition to make
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something that has never been made before. They have an
idea and consciously work it out until they reach an impasse,

a place beyond which their rational mind cannot go. The in-
ventor of the chemical model of proteins had schematized
most of it by applying and adapting the laws of science and
logic, but he was unable to complete it. No matter how he

analyzed the problem, he could find no solution. One morn-
ing he remembered, to his great frustration, that he had
dreamed the solution and forgotten it as he awoke. So he said
to himself, "When I sleep tonight, I will dream of the solu-
tion again, but this time I will wake up immediately and write
it down." He went to bed, and again his dream solution
confronted him. He woke, scribbled it down, and fell back to
sleep. The next morning he was very pleased and surprised
to find his sketch, for he had forgotten the dream once again.

One of the first things we learn when we pay attention to
the quiet voice of the paraconscious mind is that as soon as

a problem arises, the solution is born. The problem appears

before the conscious mind while the solution hides in the un-
conscious mind. Through the paraconscious mind, we can

know the solution as soon as we encounter the problem. With-
out such insight, we spend our energies pursuing the problem
and finally becoming identified with it. Although we may
declare that we are looking for a solution, we are actually
hanging onto the problem and not allowing it to transform
itself into its alter ego, the solution.

Once you learn to listen to your inner voice, your para-
conscious mind can become a terrific problem solver. Your
dreams can be an effective means to this end. Present the prob-
lem that has frozen in your conscious mind to your paracon-*
scious by making the decision to dream about it. If you want
to hear the answer, you must first ask for it.

Our lives seem to revolve in a cycle of problems and

colutions. The nrost radical expression of this cycle can be
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experienced when we understand that every time we sleep,

dream, daydream, or have an inspiration, we die! Part of ls
fades away and never returns. In its place is an area of new
growth evolved from what we wer6. The voice of the para-
conscious is the sound of both destruction and creation, and
it can be amplified by creative meditation.

I meditate every night. I do not set an exact time for it,
but I know that I will meditate. The best time for me is usually
an hour and a half to two hours before I go to bed. What is my
motive for meditation? I want to die-to die out of my present
state and to discover new aspects of me that are evolving. I
do not want to hinder this growth or become stagnant. And I
want to observe this growth.

You should never fear that you are not growing. You are.

' What might not be growing is your awareness of growth. When
you are unaware of something, you cannot express it. You can-

not practice the new you. Your daily death and rebirth are

easier to live with when you experience them consciously every
day. We are constantly passing into new stages, and we should
be prepared to deal with them, to live in them and not be sur-
prised or frightened by them. When we repress our awareness

of growth and refuse to change, a pressure within us increases

until we are finally forced to acknowledge it. Often the pressure
expresses itself as disease. Meditation offers a bridge to walk
consciously from one stage of growth to the next.

People often speak of mind and body as if they were two
different and separate entities. Body and mind can never be

separated during this physical episode of our existence. Recall
for a moment what you have seen of water transformed into
snow. Could there be snow without water? Without the sub-

stance of water, there would be no snow. Snow is only a form
into which water can be transformed. Our individual minds,
then (here we speak of the *ltot. mind, not of any particular
part or division), are like water that is transformed.into snow.
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The universal mind (water), which is impersonal, becomes
individualized (crystallized, like snow) within us as personal
minds.

Spirit is the prime substance from which everything is
made. This is wtry I believe that our individualized minds
created our bodies. Our bodies are contained within our
minds, not the reverse. Mind thoroughly penetrates every cell
of our physical bodies. Scientists have partially realized this
in their discovery of the chemicals RNA and DNA, which are
nutrifying chemicals and which communicate energy between
the brain and all the other cells. Thus, all your life, each cell
has contained right in it the memory pattern of your total
being. And just as DNA and RNA are immanenr and complete
in every cell, the universal paraconscious mind is immanent
and complete in each of us. We may have forgotten it, we may
have insulted it by neglect, but it is still rhere, permeating our
beings.

The body is actually mental because mind is the mani-
fester of spirit substance. We are tripartite beings comprised
of spirit, the essential substance; mind, the manifester; and
body, the expresser. When these three parts harmonize by
being entirely operative and interactive, we experience growth
and allow it to happen with full awareness. The first step
toward this integration occurs when we open the doors of the
paraconscious mind and let intuition flow into our conscious-
ness.

Let me illustrate this point by describing Pascal's law of
communicating vessels (see Figure l). If there are three vessels

connected to one another, when fluid is poured into one, it
will flow and fill all three equally, no matter what their in-
dividual shape Lr size. However, if surface pressure is applied
to one of the vessels, the flow will be blocked.

In human terms, pressure can be equated with trauma,
fear, and repression. Most of this kind of pressure is produced



Fig. l. Poscol's Low of Communicoting Vessels

and stored in the subconscious mind. The subconscious is the
passageway by which the flow of intuitive energy from the
paraconscious reaches awareness. When this intermediary as-

pect of mind is pressured, our inspirational source is closed
to us.

It is precisely in the paraconscious domain that we grow;
succi:ssive waves of intuition accumulate there until their
energy demands that they be brought to the surface,.acknowl-
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edged, and consciously absorbed so that the growth of the
entire organism can be consistent. We need to learn to give the
conscious mind the capacity and the opportunity to accept
intuition. But as it is, we have allowed this input to remain in
the paraconscious mind and hindered it from filtering up to
our consciousness.

It is like living in a three-room house in which you have

piled all the furniture into the living room and kitchen and
blocked the door to the bedroom. For the rest of your life, you
are doomed to sleep on the couch while the cozy bedroom
stands empty!

Figure 2 summarizes the dynamics of the mind. I is the
central, conscious mind. It is the consciousness experienced
in the normal waking state. As the expressive reasoning center,
it is the result of the integration of all internal processes. It
determines how we appear to the world.

B is the subconscious mind, which coordinates the physio-

logical activity of the body. In particular, it directs most of the
reflexive bodily functions. The uoluntary control of internal
states, a term frequently used today, refers to the ability to
become aware of these unconscious functions. When you can

focus your attention on these subtle physical processes, you
can correct debilitating reactions such as the physical effects

of hypertension, stress, and anxiety.
The subconscious mind has a second function: the devel-

opment and expression of dreams. These include dreams that
arise to solve problems, dreams that are premonitional, and

dreams in which we experience the otherwise-repressed con-

tents of the unconscious-phobias, traumas, obsessions, para-

noid delusions,*as well as desires and needs.

The subconscious mind also functions as the archives or
library. All the perceptions the organism receives (from what-
ever sources) are registered here, with the new piled on top of
the old. Perceptions are slowly absorbed by the memory, which
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files them away according to a number of learned patterns.
This filing process categorizes percepts, thus converting them
into concepts that can be retained over time and retrieved
when information about a certain category is required. When
our reactions to situations are entirely governed by these
archives, we behave like robots, closed down and limited in
our experiences. In order to interact, rather than merely
react, concept should be used to balance percept. Without
overwhelming and nullifying our present experience, con-

cepts can be used to sharpen our understanding and evalua-
tion of it.

C is the paraconscious mind. This aspect is neither sub-
conscious nor conscious; it is supraconscious. Our physical
sense organs perceive the gross manifestations of energy (i.e.,
matter), and the percepts of these sensations are received by
the subconscious mind (B). But there are less dense aspects of
the universe, subtle energies that carry a different kind of in-
formation to us. They bring us the message of the nature of
the whole; whereas our physical senses inform us only about
the parts. Paraconscious mind partakes of the omniscience of
universal mind. When the paraconscious is clogged through
our lack of creative expression and our denial of our intuitions,
we suffer from imbalance. We are dynamic beings, just as the
universe itself is a dynamic process, and any restriction of the
flow of energies causes strain and tension. These eventually
lead to breakdown, manifested as disease, trauma, catastrophe.
This is the enforced change that results from resistance to
change. Whether we are talking about galaxies or individual
human beings, the process is the same.

When we allow the- flow of energy to go from the para-
conscious to the subconscious mind, the flow regulates the
positive or negative charges attached to stored concepts. Then
concepts are illuminated by creative intuition, and our actions
and thoughts are potentialized by new insight.

Flg. 2. A Dlogrom of Mlnd
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The exercises in dreams and reveries given in Chapter 4
are meant to help you become familiar with the paraconscious

mind and its patterns of operation. These are the media of the

paraconscious mind. Using creative meditation, you can learn
to interact with the paraconscious mind; then you will begin to
direct your rational mind to implement the intuition provided
by the paraconscious.

ATTITUDES

We have investigated the aspect of our minds that medita-
tion teaches us to activate and add to our available resources.

Now we can list the mental attitudes that are conducive to the
activation of the flow of insight from the paraconscious mind.
All these reminders will be restated and elaborated later in
the book when they are described as parts of the meditative
process. Here we introduce them to serve as orientation guides

mther than as specific practices.

MONITOR YOURSETF

During all the exercises in this book, your attitude should
be that of a passive spectator, one who merely observes what
the body and emotions are doing. The information you will
receive from self-observation breaks the cycle of dependence
on other people's !*pectutions of what you are supposed to be.

It releases you from the anxiety inherent in accepting outside
goals and demands. In self-observation, you use your own eyes

to look at yourself as you are, without expectations or precon-
ceptions. To do this in your daily life is to take a step forward
toward responsible freedom and growth. In meditation, self-

observation plays an essential role.
One of the techniques to use to optimize the poweis of self-
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observation in meditation is the creation of a mirror image of
yourself, a second you. This is a way of encouraging a state of
nonattachment, so that you will not cling to a certain identity
and will be free to allow the mirror image full liberty in its
behavior. The unconscious and paiaconscious can then reveal
themselves through this mirror image.

TAKE RESPONSIBITITY

Through self-observation, you can learn to tailor tech-
niques of meditation to your own special needs and abilities.
The first time you carry out the directions for breathing,
reverie, and creative meditation, follow the given pattern. If
you are watching yourself inside and out, you will note any
resistance that your mind, your emotions, or your body has

to these patterns. Note this reaction. When you have com-

pleted the exercise, consider why there was any resistance.

Quite often you will resist because there is a more appropriate
procedure for you to follow. Your unconscious is informing
you that for you there are better modes of self-discovery than
the ones I am suggesting.

What do you do in that case? The next time you begin the
breathing exercise, for example, adapt my method according
to what has been indicated by your unconscious, to what
"feels right." Do not do the exercise as I have told you (or as

anybody else may tell you); do it as you are telling yourself.
Do not get stuck in my methods; do not let them dominate
you. Adapting methods to your own needs is harder than you
may realize because it takes courage and responsibility to do

so. You must consciously take up the task of self-awareness

and leave *. or""ny outside authority behind you. It is much

easier to be a good technician and learn a variety of methods

and techniques, but that will not get you to your goal of self-

discovery.
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The first step in self-responsibility is to loosen the rigid
control that the conscious mind usually exercises over your
organism. This is the major value in beginning meditation
with breath control, for breathing is the autondmic process

most accessible to voluntary manipulation. After you become

accustomed to paradoxical breathing (see "Breathing Patterns"
in Chapter 4) and impose this pattern on your breathing
mechanism, then let go! Stop watching your breathing, and

let the wisdom of your body determine the pattern of your
breath while you pay attention to the next phases of the crea-

tive meditation cycle.

To be responsible for yourself, you must be able to trust
yourself. When you know your inner world as well as you
know your face in the mirror, you will gain this trust in your
intuitive or preconceptual knowledge. The process of inner
discovery brings what was unconscious into awareness, shining
light upon it and then letting it recede from your vision again.

It is a cycle of concentration and relaxation. Remember that
you are not trying to exercise mental discipline over all your
actions, reactions, and decisions. Your goal is to become open
to and aware of all the information and experiences of your
organism.

You can gain this awareness only by encouraging it, by
paying attention to its earliest subtle appearances. Learn the
techniques in this book for the purpose of coaxing your own
adaptations or new methods into existence. And do not think
that the process stops when you have created a personal medi-
tation cycle. As you become adept at your practices, they will
no longer be as provocative of growth as they were when you
struggled,with them. As you evolve, so should the practices and

exercises that you use to help you grow. Do not become rigidly
attached to any method, even your own. Enjoy the new, more
challenging techniques that will be suggested by the para-

conscious mind in the form of intuitions.
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BECOME A TRANS'IAITTER

During meditation, we need to be relaxed and still. We do
not want to put the entire mind and body to rest, only the
conscious mind that dominates awareness. When the body
has been quieted by the use of breath control and relaxation
techniques and the conscious mind no longer interferes, the
paraconscious and unconscious can be experienced.

Many people cannot achieve this stillness, despite their
sincere efforts to do so. As soon as they begin to meditate, they
become very restless. Their bodies and trains of thought con-
stantly interfere with their concenrration. I tell such people
to stop meditating for a while. What has happened is that
they have too much energy stored up. They have passively
meditated without using the energy from meditation to be
creative and self-expressive either in their daily lives or in
their meditations. It is as if they were ready to explode. When
they meditate in this condition, even a little flow of energy
brings them discomfort. What they need to do is express them-
selves in conscious action, living out all their blocked images
and ideas so that their energy can exhaust itself creatively and
naturally. They often feel tired, too, because they are over-
loaded, because they have not learned how to express them-
selves creatively. They are too used to taking their cues from
other people and thus repressing their individual energies.

We need constantly to remind ourselves that the purpose
of meditation is to create a freely flowing cycle of energy. In
meditation, we receive energy. Therefore, we must also trans-
mit it by expressing it through practical actions in our daily
lives. Do not hoard the energy; share it! You will then find
balance and radiate energy into the world as well.
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you remain and interact with it consciously, altering it to suit
yourself.

We can learn from our experiences in dreams, just as we
do from any interaction. When we meditate, we heighten the
dream experience by consciously setting the stage, tuning up
our senses so that we are aware of everything that happens, and
then becoming a willing part of the dream. The difference be-
tween reverie and meditation is similar to the difference be-

tween daydreams and sleep dreams. In meditation, we cease to
alter consciously what we experience, just as we do in sleep
dreams. But in reverie, we continue to direct and change the
situation, as we often can in daydreams. A reverie can put us

in touch with our imaginations and can concentrate our psy-

chic energies and draw them away from distractions. More
important, they help us look at ourselves objectively because

we learn to assume an attitude of nonattachment during

EXERCISES

There are four basic techniques that you must become
familiar with before you begin reverie and creative medita-
tion so that you will be able to derive the most value from
your experiences and encounter few distractions: the proiec-
ti,on screen of memory, a means of transmuting the joys and
sorrows of your daily life so that you are not concerned with
them as you meditate; relaxation, the proper posture to as-

sume during meditation so that bodily sensations do not inter-
fere with your concentration; breathing patterns, patterns of
inhalation and exhalation that are most compatible with an
aware, contemplative state; and self-analytic reui,eu;, a method
for the observation and analysis of meditative experiences so

that they can be applied to daily life.
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We have talked about meditation as a tool for self-discovery

and observed that we should understand how to use it before

beginning to work with it. This orientation will continue to
be an important aspect of the discussions that follow concern-

ing the actual techniques of creative meditation. The exercises

begin with a series of methods to Prepare you mentally and

physically for the first part of the creative meditation cycle:

reverie.
Reueri,e is a short, consciously guided daydream' Day-

dreams, like the dreams of sleep, give us a taste of the medita-

tive experience. They feel quite real, and we can think, sense,

and undergo emotional changes and reactions in resPonse to

the dream events. We have all experienced with amazement

just how vibrant and convincing daydreams can be. Everyone

has daydreams. In the middle of some daily activity, you sud-

denly find yourself in a world of your own. Usually you be-

come aware of the daydream only after it has begun. Often

you hurriedly return to nor(nal consciousness, hoping you

have not missed anythillg irnportant while you were gone. At
other times the daydrcam may be too interesting to leave, so

tc
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I. PROJECTION SCREEN OF MEMORY

Voluntcry Controls

In your mind's eye, project all the day's activities, inter'
actions, thoughts, and so on onto an imaginary movie screen.

Most people find that they can concentrate better by closing

their eyes when they experience the internal world. Begin

with your first waking moment, and let your day roll by on

the screen. Know that you are the projector. Who is the ob'
server? It is also you, who are objective and uninvolved in
the events shown on the screen. When you observe an event

and judge it to be a negative occurrence, stop the film. Look
at this frozen moment in time. Study this single image, and

make an efiort to see its positive side. Remember that every

time a problem is born, its solution is created, too. See the

sblution in the problem on the screen- Perceive the wholeness

of the situation by moving beyond your initial judgment of
it and embracing it with an understanding of both its posi'

tive and its negative aspects. Weed out the guilt you have

implanted in yourself as a result of your self-condemnation.

Acknowledge what you have learned from this situation and

your reaction to it, and forgive yourself. Then roll the movie

again, and complete the picture of the day.

What has been accomplished by this first exercise is one of
the most important aspects of meditation. You have already

begun to exercise a power that is one of the most sought-after

rewards of meditation. You have begun to tr&nsmute yout
negative acts into positive acts. You are created anew because

your understanding is expanded. Nothing we do in our lives

can be washed away.If what we have done is negative, it can

be transmuted to a positive tlring. Similarly, a positive thing
can be turned into a negative event. But whatever it is, it will
always remain in the universe. Exactly for that reascin,'it can
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help us to achieve a higher level of awareness. ft is so very
important in this life that we bring all our actions into har-
mony, that we create a whole out of all the things we have
done. That is why we use rhis technique to empty our minds
every day before we go into meditation. It enables us to see

what it is we have to deal with.
We must not store guilt, fear, anxiety, or resentment in

ourselves. The reward for the release of these dense blocked
traumas will be that tomorrow we will be acting positively on
the negative acts of yesterday. The first positive profit from any
negative act or event is not feeling guilt or repentance. We
profit from what is negative by becoming aware of it. Re-
pentance is more a matter of common sense than of sackcloth
and ashes. First we need to be aware of our shortcomings;
then, through this awareness, and with earnest effort, we can
outgrow them. Repentance means that we know that through
awareness we will overcome them and learn self-forgiveness.
Our future is based on our experiences in the past; hence, a

more positive future can only derive from a more positive
view of the past.

Rather than hold onto the negarive experiences of the
past, you should concentrate instead on growing. Be grateful
for all the results of all your actions. Guilt itself can only
restrain growth. You can grow only through the interchange
of positive and negative. If you use them correctly, they are

equally valuable.

2. RETAXATION

Sit erect, an$ straighten your spine. This position is neces-

sary to free the diaphragm so that you can breathe deeply and
abdominally. Meditative states are neither sleep nor waking
consciousness, so that is why you sit instead of lying down or
standing up. You must maintain the direct alignment of the
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A.
3. Posture

spine because any curve or deformation will inhibit the flow
of energy through the spinal column (see Figure 3).

The goals of correct posture are to allow this free flow of
energy and breath, to disperse tension, and to conserve energy.
As you sit erect, support each of your limbs. If you sit in a

chair, cross your feet at the ankles, or place them flat on the
floor. Support your arms by resting your hands on your upper
thighs, and keep your shoulders.perpendicular to your spine.
Remember that the spine continues into the head. Your chin
should be down and parallel to the spine. This way the weight
supported by the spine will be evenly distributed. Unequal
distribution tends to develop pockets of tension in the body.

Even with correct posture, tension may build at the base

of the spine, expressing itself in the tightening of the rectum.
Deep paradoxical breathing (which will be described in the
"Breathing Patterns" exercise) can be of use here because

deep, slow breathing counteracts rectal tension. The down-

ward movement of the diaphragm will level out the rectum
and prevent tension.

Our organism, as an energy-storing and energy-producing
element, is much like a charged bartery. Energy is discharged
through extensions (wires) attached to the bartery. For the
human body, the extensions are the head, the arms, and the
legs. In meditative states, we want not only to be relaxed but
also to conserve our energy. In fact, meditation has precisely
this effect on the organism: it creates additional psychic energ"y.
Again, however, I will warn you that meditation unfulfilled
by practical expression throughout the day will create an over-
charge, indicated by headaches, stomachaches, and other physi
cal discomforts. .

Posture for the conservation of energy during meditation
varies according to the situation. If you are meditating in a

group, there need be less concern with conserving individual
energy than with absorbing the energy emanating from others
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in the group. Therefore, the hands are resting on the thighs,

palms up and open. If you are sitting in a chair, you can place

your feet flat on the floor at a comfortable distance aPart. When
you meditate alone, conservation of energy is important, so

one hand can be rested on top of the other in the lap, and the

legs can be crossed at the ankles. In this way, energy is rechan-

neled through the organism, rather than dissipated.

The lotus position is designed to achieve these two pur-
poses (relaxation and energy retention). If you can com-

fortably intertwine your legs and rest your hands inside each

other atop the crossed heels of your feet, go right ahead and do

it. However, I suspect that for most of us, this position is

uncomfortable, sometimes even after long practice' This is a

case in which responsible adaption is most obvious and appro-

ptiate. A half-lotus will do nearly as well' The goals are re-

laxation through comfort and (in private situations) €nergy

circulation within the organism by keeping the body's ex-

tremities together. You cannot achieve either of these goals by

forcing your body into an unfamiliar and uncomfortable pose.

When we meditate, we need to be able to stop thinking
about our bodies. By achieving a relaxed flow of energy

throughout our physical beings, we will not need to focus on

this one aspect of being. Because they will merge into a unitary
state with our other aspects (mind and spirit), our bodies will
no longer disrupt our concentration.

3. BREATHING PATTERNS

Proper breathing will help to assure your spiritual devel-

opment. You will have at your disposal your full intuitive and

energetic capacities, and your body will be fully expressing

this undiluted, unadulteraterl- mental energy. Among the re-

search projects in which I have participated, some concen-

trated on the self-regulation of physiological processes.thtough
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controlled breathing. We found that the respiratory rate has
a tremendous influence on states of consciousness. As the sub-
ject of these experimenrs, I had electrodes attached to my body
to monitor changes in the electric patterns in my brain and in
muscle tension and activity. We attempted to find out if cer-
tain brain wave patterns comelated with specific breathing
patterns. We noted whether the breaths were long or short and
when most of the air was drawn into the upper lungs (thoracic
breathing) or deep into the lower lungs (abdominal breathing).
The results showed that when my brain waves were in the alpha
state (usually experienced as a calm, relaxed state of mind),
thoracic breathing was equal to abdominal breathing, both
rather slow and steady. In the rhera srate (subjectively experi-
enced as a deep, still, nonattached condition with some hypno-
gogic images), the upper lungs were filling with air only as a
side effect of the action of abdominal breathing. Oddly
enough, my diaphragm was exhibiting rapid rhythr4ic pat-
terns of movement at this time. When instructing my classes

in different breathing techniques, I have found that altering
breathing patterns is very effective in creating alterations in
consciousness. This is a voluntary merhod of arnplifying in-
ternal awareness as well as relaxing the body.

When we are not concentrating on our breathing, most of
us are doing clavicular breathing. Movement is in the upper
chest, in the region of the thorax where the clavicles are. This
shallow type of breathing is very inadequate because it does
not really fulfill our oxygen needs. The body cannor relax if
it is constantly craving oxygen. In the meditative state, the
energy level of the brain is not necessarily reduced, so oxygen
is in as much demand as ever.

If we expand the area involved in breathing, deepen and
broaden our intake using our nonexistent wings, this is inter-
costal breathing. If we use the middle portion of the rib cage,

the lungs can fill tlrenrselves a bit rnore fully. Iloth shallow and
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intercostal breathiirg, however, are characteristic of the beta

brain wave state. Beta waves indicate a lack of concentrated
energy; there is too much tension being produced by this
limited breathing to receive and disperse the amount of oxygen

inhaled.
A more satisfactory pattern is dual breathing, which in-

volves both the thorax and the diaphragm. By bringing the

abdomen into play, we give the diaphragm more space to
move downward during inhalation, allowing the lungs to fill
themselves more fully. This begins to achieve our main ob-

jective, which is to make full use of all our capacities-physi
cal, mental, and spiritual. When our lungs are thoroughly
filled by each breath, even the most sensitive Parts of our or-

ganism will receive prompt delivery of the energy they require
in order to operate at their greatest potential.

The breathing pattern that is most suitable for meditation
is paradoxical breathing, which is mostly abdominal and

slightly thoracic. When an individual breathing in this pat-

tern is monitored for brain waves and muscle activity in the

chest and abdomen, these two indicators become synchronized.

The energy patterns relayed to the monitoring machines (the

electroencephalograph and the electrocardiograph) by the

electrodes on the head and body are aligned, harmonized.

This type of breathing may be contrary to the way you think
you should go about consciously increasing your intake' It is

not enough to expand your chest, to fill the lungs fully. The
diaphragm has to be allowed to expand fully as well, and this

can only be done by expanding the abdomen to make room

for the expanded diaphragm.
To begin paradoxical breathing, inhale deeply, and volun-

tarily pull in your abdomen. When you exhale, push it out
again. This movement is contrary to normal abdominal breath-

ing, during which the abdornen appears to expand as the lower

lungs fill with air. It takes conscious effort to reverse this nor-

mal pattern and breathe paradoxically.
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Next, begin a cycle of timed breaths. The first breath is
characteristic of intercostal breathing, which dominates in the
alpha state, with inhalation time equal to exhalation time.
Mentally count the time for each movement:

Breathe in: l, 2, 8, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
Hold in the breath: l, 2, 3, 4

Exhale: l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7,8

As you concentrate, your inhalation will quicken, leading
to this new pattern:

Inhale: l, 2, 3, 4
Hold: l, 2, 3, 4

Exhale: l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

Then:

Inhale: l,2,3, 4

Hold: 1,2,3, 4
Exhale: 7,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, 11, 12,13,14, 15, 16

The ability to extend the exhalation so much longer than
the inhalation shows that the inhalation must be very deep.
The more oxygen you are able to hold in afrer a quick inrake,
the slower and longer your exhalation can be. The final stage
of timed breathing that must be accomplished and set as a
pattern for meditation is:
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Inhale:
Hold:

Exhale:

1,2,9,4
1,2,9,4
I,2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7, 9,9, 10, ll, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,

17, lg, lg, 20, 21, 22, 2t, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29, 29,
30,31,32
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Once you have achieved this pattern and your body can

exercise it comfortably, cease concentrating on it. You have
regulated your breath, and it is time to move to the next stage

of meditation. Even at this preparatory stage, the three-part
cycle of bringing something that is unconscious to your aware-

ness, regulating it voluntarily, and letting it go must be com-
pleted. Trust that it will retain the nevr form you have given
it. In other words, trust yourself.

The next set of exercises will focus on another quality of
breath. Visualizations that use the image of inhalation and
exhalation can make you aware of the subtler psychic func-
tions of breath as an energy that nourishes and cleanses you.
Use these images (or other visualizations that you have cre-

ated) whenever you feel that the particular awareness they
ofier you is helpful to your meditation. Alone, they are effec-

tive in producing a relaxed but energized state of being. Re-
member that all the exercises and methods in this book are

ingredients that you can mix in your own ways for your own

PurPoses.
While you are practicing these exercises (or any medita-

tive technique), train yourself to disregard your breathing
pattern. If you happen to notice that it is no longer in the
paradoxical rhythm, do not stop your meditation in order to
correct it. Complete the exercise. During the period of re-

view, consider why a different pattern instated itself. Then,
on the basis of the effectiveness of the meditation, evaluate this
other pattern.

a. Envision the air that you are inhaling to be a pale

blue cloud. Inhale all that cloud. Then exhale it, carefully
noticing any color changes in the cloud. Perhaps it will
have turned pale gray, perhaps some other tone. This shows

that you have absorbed the nutrients within it while it
was in your body
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b. Expand your brearhing apparatus from your nose
to your entire covering, the skin. Imagine that all the
pores are inhaling and exhaling. You can feel the tingling
electric quality of pores popping open and closing up over
every part of your body. It is very much like the sensation
you experience after you have been out in the snow and
suddenly come into a warm room. Feel every part of the
surface of your body breathing in and breathing out the
cleansing, vitalizing oxygen in the air surrounding you.

c. In your imagination, place a crystal or jewel on the
center of your forehead. Now breathe through the jewel.
Notice whether the inflow and outflow of air are colored.
Do they undergo any changes in color? What happens to
the jewel itself? Imagine it to be one color, then another,
and observe what effect the breath moving in and out has

upon the color of the jewel.

When you have completed any visualization or meditation,
begin to come back to waking consciousness by transferring
your focus from your imagination to your breathing, following
it in and out, until it brings you into the external world.

4. SELFANATYTIC REVIEW

When you emerge into waking consciousness after any
rneditative exercise, begin to analyze and review your experi-
ences in the same way you used the projection screen tech-
nique to review the day's activities. This is an aspecr of"the
introspective feedback we gain from meditation. You might
follow this series of questions:

Mental obseraations.'What were the mental obstacles?

What thoughts arose to interrupt my concentration?
Physical feedbach: What were the physical obstacles?
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Did I become aware of any pressure, pain, or tingling sen-

sation at any time during the exercise? Why did this par-

ticular sensation accomPany that particular aspect of the

experience?
Emoti,onal response: Did I become emotionally in-

volved with any aspect of the experience? Did this emotion

arise at the same time as, before, or after any physical

sensation? Why did the feeling occur in the context of

that physical sensation?

By writing down and dating these experiences, you will
have a record to show you each phase of your development.

Some responses, such as stomachaches, may disappear. Others,

such as crying, may increase. Keep a journal to help you see

four progress. If you wish, illustratq the journal with draw-

ings of your meditative experiences.

Now that you have learned the different stePs that PrePare
you for meditation, you can combine them into the dance of

reverie. All the capabilities that have been brought to your

awareness can be applied to fulfill the goal of reverie: to
generate and refine a topic or symbol that can serve as the

theme for a creative meditation. During a reverie, the para-

conscious and sirbconscious minds deliver to the conscious

mind images that can then be unveiled in creative meditation.

In a guided visualization, unplanned changes or additions

occur in the experiences of each person. These unique figures

or events or objects are messages from the unconscious, spoken

in a language that cannot at first be rationally understood.

They need to be intensified and experienced more fully by

meditating upon them.
To be an effective meditator, you must learn to accePt the

images, events, feelings, and.perceptions that arise spontane-

ously during meditation. Rather than allowing your conscious

mind to push thetrt out of existence, yotl must work to pieserve

them. So be attentive-but ttot attached-to the unexPectcd
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aspects of your reverie experiences. These will become the
most productive themes for your meditations.

Begin a reverie by assuming the proper posture for medi-
tation. Adjust your breathing by following the sequence of
patterns you have learned. It will take only a few minutes for
the paradoxical pattern to be established. Then relax your
vigilance over this function, and switch your focus to an
imaginary point directly in front of you, about ten feet away.

Next create an environment for the reverie. Imagine a

horizon and a simple scene leading up to it. Choose a land-
scape that is most comfortable and pleasing to you. Now
imagine a path leading from you into the scene. Heighten
your awareness of the scene. Notice every detail. Hear the
sounds coming from the wind or the birds. Feel the warmth of
the sun or the cool moisture on the grass. What time of day
is it? What season? Smell the scents of the earth or the flowers
or some other aspect of your scene. Create the scene wholly,
and perceive it completely with every sense. If it changes,
allow it to do so until it finds its own best form. This setting
will become very familiar to you because it will be the setring
that begins each reverie and creative meditation. If it trans-
forms over time, allow it to do so, and acquaint yourself with
it each time you meditate.

As the creator of the scene, you will remain outside it.
You will guide the activities and observe what happens during
the reverie. You are the director, but in this play, you are also

the actor. One aspect of your role as director requires that you
now create the second you, mentioned earlier. The second
you walks away from you, down the path, and into the scene.

Notice how this image is dressed and what features char-
acterize it. Verif! that it is you. If the image does not look
exactly like you, do not change it to be what you wish it to be

or think it should be. Just allow your urlconscious to create

the image for you.

Next chcck your rnirror irnagc as it walks away from you.
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Call to it, mentally command it to turn around and face you
as you are now, sitting in your room. Feel the distinction be-

tween the two of you and your respective roles. Now send the
image into the scene again, and begin to direct the reverie.

THE MIRROR IMAGE

The creation of the mirror image is one of the most im-
portant techniques to learn for meditating creatively. I have

named this method psi-phoning.
In siphoning gas from one tank to another, it is necessary

to draw the first spurt out of the tank by force. After this
initial action, gas flows without further assistance. We see

"this same principle at work in the psi-phoning technique. The
paraconscious mind is like an endless reservoir. The individual
consciousness receives its insight and energy from this source.

All too often, the flow from the reservoir into our individual
beings is blocked by the conscious and unconscious inter-
ference of our fears, traumas, and desires. When the energy
that gives us nourishment, motivates us, and attunes us to the
cosmos ceases to fill us, we suffer. We begin to stagnate like
pools cut off from the running river that formed them. Dis-
comfort, stress, and disease can result. So in meditation we try
to connect the pool to the river once again. When you pur-
posely create the connection in your imagination, it is as

though you are setting out bait for the paraconscious. Like
attracts like, and even an imaginary connection will be similar
enough to the actual connection to create it.

In the technique of psi-phoning, we set up a conscious

thought, and envision it outside ourselves. Then we energize
it and activate it by directing it to change and develop. Your
created image will soon begin to display details that you have

not consciously conceived. This should demonstrate' to you
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that you are now drawing information from your paracon-
scious connection to the cosmic reservoir. The paraconscious
mind is adding new insights to the issue confronting your
conscious mind.

Psiphoning is quite literally like dialing a certain number
in order to contact a more complete source of information
about yourself. It is an objective action, the creation of a

scenario in which you are not subjectively involved so that
you can remain nonattached and thus acutely perceptive. You
can continue to probe deeper for more information by
consciously directing the mirror image you have created to
interact with the scene in all its new aspects. Through your
reverie exercises, you will become acquainted with your mirror
image. You will learn that the best results are achieved when
this image is the only aspect of your reverie under conscious

control. Then, in creative meditation, |ou will be able to
apply this technique to specific problems or aim it at definite
goals.

Begin your practice of reverie by engaging in the visualiza-

tions outlined in the following pages, using the prefatory tech-

niques already described to set the scene and create the mirror
image. Until you are familiar enough with the examples to

have your memory lead you through them, have someone read

them aloud to you. That is the procedure we follow in my

classes. As the students sit in a relaxed but aware condition,
I describe the scene and the action to them. At first, they ex-

perience it through the minds' eye, their imaginations. Later
they become so involved in the experiences they have during
the reverie that they no longer need to imagine consciously;

the events and their feelings and reactions to them become

quite real.

When you have explored these reveries, begin to create

others. Follow your curiosity and irnagination, and you will
prodr.rce scenarios that are especially rneaningful for you.
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Scl.olpture of Clay

Voluntory Contrcls

Visualize your landscape, and imagine that there is a pile
of clay with water (a pool, a stream, a lake, or an ocean) near
it. Your mirror image goes to the clay and begins to mold it
into a sculpture of you. Observe the scene as the second you
mix the clay with water, knead it, and form the figure. When
the sculpture is completed, let the mirror image stand back

and observe its work. Let it make alterations, adding or re.
moving clay, cutting, rekneading, and so on. Observe the

means by which these changes are made.

At the horizon, close to your statue, observe a bright fire.
Place the statue in the fire, and bake it. Feel the heat of the

flames. Observe the feedback you receive as you watch this.

Now the flames will die down and disappear. Feel the breezes,

and let the air cool the statue. Study the finished sculpture.

How does it difier now, after its firing, from its first form?

Note any similarities and any difierences between you, your
mirror image, and this third form of yourself. When you
have thoroughly absorbed the feedback from this scene, merge

the statue into your mirror image. Then direct your mirror
image to return to you, and merge with it. Experience and

record all the feedback from this rebirth situation.

Seuen Doors

Create a three-story building in your landscape. Com'
mand your mirror image to approach the building and enter

it through the double doors you will find there. Walk down
three steps, through a portal, and into a long corridor. There
are seven doors on the right side of the corridor and seven

doors on the left. All are diSerent colors; note the color of
each. Walk down the corridor, and choose a door on the

right that you wish to open. Does the door have a label on it?

Reverie

If so, note what it says. Then enter the room. Do not change

anything about the room; simply observe what is being shown

to you. What is there, and what kind of feedback are you
getting? What does your mirror image look like? What physi'
cal sensations do you feel? What is the general atmosPhere

within the room? What impresses you most? What changes

take place? Remember what you find in this room because

later on you can always go back into it and make conscious

changes. Now close the door, but do not lock it behind you

when you leave.

Next choose a door on the left side of the corridor. Check

to see if it has a label, and if so, remember it. Open the door,

and enter the room. fnvestigate it. Be a good investigator;

become very observant of all that you can discover within
the room. After you have done this, leave the room, but
leave the door unlocked so that you can reenter the room
when you wish. Now walk toward the farthest end of the

corridor. At this end there is a force field that, at this moment,

acts as a mirror. You are confronted with a mirrored image of
your second self. Observe it; take good note of all the difier'
ences among your three selves. After you have done that,

realize that this is a force field you can move through. Move

through it, constantly observing and recording all feedback,

all experiences. Beyond the force field is a large circular
room with a soft, claylike dirt floor. There is no ceiling. Walk
sraight to the middle of the room, and realize that you are

moving from the south toward the north side. Somewhere in
this room, buried a couple of inches below the soft floor, a

book is hidden. As you stand in the middle of the room, be-

come aware of the presence and location of the book. Go to

it, and dig it .tf R"-.tttber in which direction you moved-
west, northwest, east, south, southeast, or whatever. When

you have found the book, notice that it is an ancient picture

book. Open it, and page through it. If any specific picture
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attracts you, gaze upon it for some moments, and record
within your mind what it shows you. Then replace the book,
and realize that you can find it again at any time.

Return to the center of the room, and walk south, back
to the entrance of the room, the force field. Leave the room
through this field, and turn to observe yourself in the mirror
once you are in the corridor again. Again observe any changes

that have taken place, and when you have done so, turn to
look at the doors on the left and the right and see if every.
thing is still as you left it. Leave the same way you came, up
the three steps, out the double doors, and back into the
meadow with the path. Direct the second you to return and
merge with you. Once again, record all your experiences and
feedback as you review and contemplate the reverie.

Riaer and, Caruern

Create a swift-flowing river in your landscape. fmagine
this river to be flowing from you, bubbling right beneath you,
moving toward the horizon. The banks of the river are cov-
ered with lush vegetation, and your mirror image strolls bare-
foot away from you along the river's edge. Feel the earth be-

neath your feet. Open your pores, and sense the activity of the
nerve endings in your feet. You feel revitalized and energized.
Far down the river, your second image encounters a cave.

Settle down near the cave, and quietly contemplate it.
Eventually, someone or something will come out of the

cave, awakened by your attention. Allow your second image
to interact with it, and check all your reactions to it without
changing, evaluating, or interpreting it. Remember what has
come out of the cave. It will be an excellent theme for a crea.
tive meditation.

Notice one entrance to the cave that particularly atuacts
you. Move your second image through this entranc€. You are

Reverie

in a dark passageway. Notice your environment. Feel the
rough texture of the stone walls and the coolness of the air.
Be aware of how you feel and what you sense. Be present in
the cave. Now walk through the passageway to a cavern. There
are other beings there. Experience them by interacting with
them, and carefully record your actions and responses. Leave
the cavern, and move through the passageway until you come
to an opening into the outside world. What do you find here?

Experience it, and then return to the cave, walk through the
passageway and out down the riverbank. Merge with your
second self.

Fhte Realms

fmagine that your mirror image, standing in the land-
scape, looks up and sees a light blue cubicle hovering in the
air outlined against a deep blue sky. You float up toward it,
and circle it, finding it to be the size of a small room. Note
what shape it is. Discover an entrance to it, and go inside the
cubicle. You float inside, as if in a vacuum. Expand your
energy by imagining something that makes you feel joyous.

As you float near the ceiling of the room, you realize it is

water, and you move up and into this water. Soon you emerge

from the water into a brilliant crystalline substance. You
continue to float upward through this material as light
twinkles and reflects all around you. Suddenly you have en-

tered another substance. You move through dense gray fogs as

your journey continues. Now the fog ends. You enter another
level. What is its substance? How does it feel? Move through
it, sharpening your awareness of it, until you enter the next
realm that lies uboo. it. Experience yourself in this realm, and
observe all its characteristics. When you have finished here,

slowly float downward through each of the other realms, Paus'
ing only long enough to feel them and note any changes in
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you or in them. Mentally record all feedback as you leave the
cubicle. Merge your two selves once again.

Room of Mimors

Again create the pale blue cubicle, and have your second
self enter it. This time the interior is completely darkened.
Create light within it. Illuminate it by expanding your en-
ergy, by becoming joyous. Immediately, your second self is
confronted by a thousand mirrors. All the surfaces of the
cubicle are mirrors. Move, and watch yourself move. Observe
every detail from every angle as you are reflected in the mir-
rors. Record all this feedback as well as how your second self
reacts and behaves in this situation. Soon, you may have diffi-
culty distinguishing your second image from all its reflec-
tions. Maintain your objective stance as observer. Now
command the true second self to exit the cubicle and return
to you.

Cube and Sphere

fmagine the blue cubicle and your second self floating up
to it and circling it until you are fully aware of its three-
dimensionality. Your second self again enters the cubicle and
expands its energy to light the interior. When it is bright
enough, you find yourself in a square room, and you see that
there is someone or something in it already. Do not create
this occupant, but know that you resent and dislike it very
much. Let your second self interact with it, and note all
changes, physiological and emotional. After the changes cease

to occur, notice a door in the cubicle that leads to another
room within it. Enter this room. It is brightly lighted and
circular. Someone or somethi;g you love very much is waiting
there for you. Do not consciously choose what you find here.
fnteract, and collect the feedback ac you did before.

Reverle

Next open the door, and bring the occupant of the square
room into the round room. Your second image interacts with
them both. Carefully notice all that happens here, and record
the feedback. Leave the cubicle, and float back to the meadow.
Merge the mirror image with yourself.

PERSONAT AND UNIVERSAT SOURCES

I have found the preceding reveries to be effective for most
people. But I must remind you again that you should be your
own authority on how useful they are for you. Perhaps other
scenarios would better evoke your unconscious. There are
many ways to create reveries. One is to rely on an ancient tech-
nique for bringing people into contact with powerful symbols
that reverberate deep within our consciousness: the telling of
myths and folktales.

Myths tell stories, but like all ancient and traditional tales,
they are told for a purpose. They transmit messages, meanings
that cannot be communicated in direct speech. This is because

the meaning of a myth is often a very unitive one, concerning
not just the mind or feelings but a whole way of looking at the
universe and therefore at ourselves. If such a tale is effective
in communicating its meaning, we will resonate with some

aspect of it and recognize ourselves in it. This is a roundabout
way of saying that the meaning of a myth is inside you. The
consciousness contained in the myth is part of that oceanic
consciousness in which we are each but a drop, and every cell
in our beings has a consciousness all its own. What happens to
each unit of consciousness is transmitted to all the others. In
this way the gots are within us.

All the various sorts of symbols-words, images, actions-
have a transcendent quality. Their origin lies in a multidi
nrensional plane that is ineffable in a three-dimensional world.
But the synrbolic representations of these ineffable realities
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permit us to intuit the transcendent reality. The symbol is a
mediator. Some symbols are quite general, but you will dis-
cover the specific forms and variations that are most valuable
for you.

As you begin to use myths and symbols for reveries, you
will note the evolution of your experience from ordinary
three-dimensional comprehension toward the ineffable stages.

At first you will be able to identify yourself within the symbols
and to note the specific reactions they elicit in your organism.
But sooner or later you will find it difficult to express your
experience accurately. You are likely to find yourself saying,
"It sounded like this, or tasted like that, but that is not quite
it." Yet being unable to express your experience accurately
will not mean that you cannot make use of it. On the contrary,
its ineffableness will indicate that you have absorbed its sig-

nificance deep within you, so thoroughly and in such a diffused
fashion that even you can no longer identify its perimeters.
You will now know certain values and realities about yourself
and the world that cannot be verified by logic or suitably
rendered in words. Your intuitive capacity cannot be intel-
lectualized and still remain vital. So to communicate ineffable
experiences, you will have to resort to the same mode through
which you received them: symbolic acts, words, images.

This sort of experience is obviously very personal. That is

why symbols cannot be effectively borrowed by others, at least

not in all their details. Each culture and each individual has

to bring forth symbols and myths suitable for its particular
development. We have to follow our own hearts, to take re-
sponsibility for shaping our methods of symbolic communica-
tion and making them our own. Anything less is only
playacting. We must recognize our own experiences as we go

through these various techniques of self-discovery, and once
acknowledged, we must accepithem as our own children. This
acceptance will inevitably result in the development of suit.

Reverie

able, unique techniques and symbols that will be most mean-

ingful for each of us.

Let me briefly dispose of the notion that myths are just
elaborations of dreams and that dreams, in turn, are only of
psychological significauce because they concern only the mind'
The separation between the physician and the psychiatrist in
modern medicine is just another example of the narrowing of
self-understanding in our culture. For me, myths are psycho-

physiological; they must affect and thus be attracted by both
the body and the mind, as well as the heart. Although you may

manifest yourself at one time or another primarily in a mental

mode or an emotional or a physical one, you would hardly
deny the fact that each time it is yourself who is acting. You

are a unified energy field. If symbols are effective within us at

all, they will be so at every level of our beings. Therefore I
cannot agree that dreams are symptomatic of the dynamics of
the psyche only; they must be symptomatic of the dynamics

of the body, mind-psyche, and emotions. As a matter of fact,

I would even go so far as to affirm that all diseases are caused

by misunderstood myths. That is, disease is a consequence of
our having lived according to a misconstrued notion of reality,

of ourselves, and of our values.

What, then, is the difference between dream and myth?

Both dream and myth seem to arise from the unconscious. But
whereas most dreams originate in the subconscious, myths

come from higher consciousness, from the paraconscious mind.

Mythological potencies come from the unconscious, and they

must travel through the subconscious in order to reach the

conscious mind. Thus, myths are the most Powerful tool for

the transmissiop of our inner, higher wisdom to the stage at

which we act according to our conscious conceptualizations.

In journeying through the subconscious, myths usually at-

tract dream qualities to themselves. The Pure energy from the

paraconscious nrind travels through the lower consciousness,
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the subconscious mind, and loosens up the residue of unac-
cepted experiences. Then it brings those experiences to rhe
surface so that they can be dealt with according to the more
comprehensive appreciation of our world that the paracon-
sciously derived myths have given to us.

This is how myths activate the vital energy of the totality
of our beings. Myths that have been accepted by the conscious
mind are then able to express their content freely in a balanced
form of emotion because emotion is the link between the mind
and the body. Without emotional input, our bodies would be
limited to involuntary, autonomic movement.

Let us summarize. The patterns of myths and fairy tales
correspond to the consciousness of the everyday life that cre-
ated them. They give symbolic expression to unconscious
d€sires, fears, and anxieties and also to inherent potentials,
such as courage and self-knowingness. Through myth, we can
come to an understanding of the deep forces that have always
shaped humanity's destiny, forces that will continue to deter-
mine both our public and our private lives.

It would be impossible to include in this book a well-
rounded representation of world myths for you to use as

reveries, but I would like to provide you with a few tales that
seem to have meaning for many people, The three stories that
follow are paraphrases of ancient Greek texts. As you seek
other myths to use as reveries, remember that all cultures and
traditions have rich sources of such tales. There are many
books easily available today that paraphrase the old srories;
for example, Nathaniel Hawthorne's Tanglewood Tales,

Joseph Campbell's Hero with a Thousand Faces, and Rudyard
Kipling's stories of India. Children's fantasy books are also
often profound in their subtle symbolism; see, for example,
George MacDonald's The Gqlden Key, Andrew Lang's col-
lections of fairy tales, and all the srories by C. S. Lewis. Finally
you can use the original myths in translation, The "Meta-

Reverie

morphoses of Ovid and the Library of Apollodorus are ac-

cessible and particularly adaptable to personal use in reverie.
Because these stories are so long and their details are so

important, I suggest that they be read aloud to you or that
you tape-record them so that you can listen to them when you
are alone. Once again remember that your purpose in reverie
is to tap the unconscious reservoir of your mind. Be attentive
to all the aspects of your reverie experience, particularly to the
unusual and often fleeting ones. Do not be concerned if at

some point in the reading you go off into a self-created ad-

venture and leave behind the myth and the voice reading it
and all awareness of anything but your own experience. As

long as you maintain your perspective as a passive spectator

watching the mirror image and calmly monitoring what
happens, you will reap the rewards of your meditation.

THE DRAGON AND THE SUN.GOD

Zeus, the king of the gods, loved a mortal, Leto. She bore
him a glorious son and named the child Apollo. Apollo grew

rapidly, as all the gods did; and when he was full-grown, Zeus

sent him off in a chariot drawn by white swans to win for
himself the oracle of Delphi. No place in Greece was as sacred

as Delphi. From the steep slopes of Mount Parnassus, sul-

furous fumes rose from a deep cleft in the mountainside. A
sibyl, priestess of Delphi, sat on a tripod over the cleft, and

the vapors put her into a magic sleep, a deep trance.

In her dreams, the sibyl heard the voice of mother earth
coming up frqp the depths, and she repeated the mysterious

words that she heard. Priests stood around the sibyl and ex-

plained the meaning of her muttered prophecies to the pil-
grims who had come to the oracle of Delphi to learn about

their future.
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The oracle was guarded by the dark dragon, Python, who
lay coiled around the sacred place. Old age had made him so

mean and so ill-tempered that the nymph fled from her sacred
spring nearby and the birds no longer dared to sing in the trees.
The oracle had warned Python that Leto's son would one day
destroy him. Python had tried to devour Leto when she

wandered about looking for a place to give birth to her child,
but she had escaped.

When the old black dragon saw radiant Apollo flying
toward him in his golden chariot, he knew his last hour had
come. But he sold his life dearly. He unleashed his fury, spit-
ting fire and venom, and his black, scaly body did not stop its
coiling and uncoiling until Apollo had shot him through
with a thousand silver-shafted arrows. The dying dragon's
venom flowed in torrents down the mountainside.

Victory was Apollo's! He had won the oracle at Delphi.
Now there was light and joy on the once somber slopes of
Mount Parnassus. The air was filled with sweet tunes as the
birds in the sky and the nymphs of the sacred spring rerurned
to sing Apollo's praise.

PANDORA

Pandora was modeled by Hephaestus, the god of fire, in
the likeness of his wife Aphrodite, the goddess of love. He
carved her out of a block of white marble and made her lips
of red rubies and her eyes of sparkling sapphires. Athena
breathed life into the sculpture and dressed her in elegant
garments; Aphrodite decked her with jewels and fixed her red
mouth in a winning smile.

Into the mind of this beautiful creature, Zeus put insati-
able curiosity. Then he gave her a sealed chest and warned her
never to open it. Hermes brought Pandora to earth and offcred
her in nrarriage to Epirnethcus, who lived arnong the mortals,

Reverie

Epimetheus had been warned by Prometheus never to accept

a gift from Zeus, but he could not resist the beautiful woman.

Thus Pandora came to live among mortals, and men came

from near and far to stand awestruck by her wondrous beauty.

But Pandora was not perfectly happy, for she did not know

what was in the chest that Zeus had given her. It was not long

before her curiosity got the better of her, and she had to take

a quick peek. The moment she opened the lid, out swarmed a

hoard of miseries: greed, vanity, slander, envy, and all the evils

that until then had been unknown to humanity. Horrified at

what she had done, Pandora slammed the lid down just in
time to prevent the last occupant from flying away, too.

The unleashed miseries descended on all mortals. Their
huppy, simple existence became complicated and painful as

their hearts were laden with the evils that curiosity had

brought them. Meanwhile, after getting over her fright, Pan-

dora sat near the box and began to wonder once again who

that last captive was. Then she heard a tiny voice from within
the box. It was pleading with her, begging her to set it free.

At last, Pandora could bear it no longer, for her heart was

softened with compassion for the creature in the box. She

raised the lid, and radiance shined out of the box. A tiny,

fragile-looking being with wings as fine as beams of light flew

out. The little being explained that Zeus had put her in the

box with all the miseries so that if they were released into the

world, she would be, too. Then mortals would have a chance

of attaining happiness again. The name of the winged being

is Hope.

THE BtEsSlr.io

Baucis and Philemon were a childless old couple who

lived by thernselves in the deep forest. One day, two travelers

knocked on rhe door of thcir little hut. Although they were
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very poor, the couple received the weary strangers hospitably.
Baucis set the table, which, because it was a very old table,
had lost one of its legs; so she propped up the corner with an
old crock. She served her visitors some wine squeezed from
the few grape vines that grew in their yard while Philemon
butchered their only goose.

This simple repast was hardly enough for four people, and
soon the wine was gone. Philemon pondered how to get some
more, but suddenly the wine crock filled itself up with new
wine. Then the hosts realized that their guests were Zeus and
Hermes. They were awestruck that the gods had come to their
humble dwelling. In return for their hospitality, the gods

granted them a wish.
Instead of wishing for great things, Baucis and Philemon

agreed that they only wanted to remain together. Their wish
was granted-and more. When they awoke the next morning
and went outside, they were stunned to see that the cottage
had been transformed into a palace of gleaming white marble.
Overcome with thanks to the generous gods who had so blessed
them, Baucis and Philemon used the palace as a temple and
worshiped there until the end of their days. They died to-
gether and were transformed into two trees whose upper
branches entwined to form an archway over the temple door.

5.

Creative Meditation

The preparation for meditation has now been completed. We

have attended to the needs of our physical and mental selves

and made adjustments in our breathing, Posture, and attitudes

so that meditation will be enhanced rather than disturbed' We

are ready to go to work and tap the paraconscious mind, to
open the channels that will let the waters of intuition enter

our awareness.

As you can see in Figure 4, the stages of reverie are repeated

in the earliest part of the creative meditation cycle. Although
these stages have not been specifically named until now, you

will recognize them, for you have already experienced them.

I have purposely not named them until now so that your own

experiences will have led you to the understanding of the

terms. Otherwise your preconceived ideas would have limited
your experience.

The reveries were developed as guided visualizations to

introduce yo.,'to the inner world and help you to discover a

symbol or theme from the unconscious that you could use as

the topic for a creativc rncditation. For the following exercise,

choose art intage frorn your reverie experiences that was Par-
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Creqtive Meditqtion

ticularly attractive or mysterious to you. You could also use a

problem that is confronting you or a fear that restrains you.
But you will find that such a conscious image must go through
a process of transformation before its true nature and source

are revealed. Reverie is so essential because it can achieve that
transformation. When we begin the full cycle of meditation, we

can probe deeply and gain insight into the heart of the

problem.
In this chapter, I will lead you through an entire medita-

tion. Creative meditation combines the active process of rev-

erie with a passive contemplation. Until the process becomes

familiar to you, it would help to have someone read the

description to you or to make a tape recording. Only one of
the techniques in this final stage, the silent chanting, requires

a preliminary explanation.

SITENT CHANTING

The final stages of creative meditation are designed to

deepen the contemplative attitude we have thus far achieved

and to ensure that neither conscious mind nor body interferes

with the flow of energy and insight we can now exPerience.

After completing the autogenic relaxation techniques of

breath control and the passive volition of a particular condi-

tion of mind-body, we chant the cosmic syllable orn.

The Upanishads tell us that the sound om is the synthesis

of all sounds. It is the essence of all manifestations of spirit.
Therefore it is known as the seed syllahle. All Potentiality and

all parts of the *universe are latent within this sound. If we

break up the experience of om to uuderstand the meaning of

the syllable, we can divide it into the following parts: om is
formed o[ the Sanskrit letters a, the subjective consciousness

of the external world; u, consciousness of the inner world;
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and m, consciousness of the undifferentiated unity. Actually
this final awareness is no awareness because it is a condition
in which the subject-object duality has ceased. There is no dis-

tinction possible; therefore there is no consciousness. This is

the blissful submersion into Nirvana, or union with God, or
as Buddhists say, "the state of unqualified emptiness." If we

ever achieve this most marvelous condition, we will remember

it as a moment of dazzling darkness. This is the void.

In spiritual traditions of all ages and places, chanting has

played an important part in ceremonies and personal medita-

tion or prayer. Sound can be used to integrate and to disinte-

grate, so it is a very powerful tool in the creation of different
states of consciousness during meditation. In fact, the seed

syllable om is so potent and we are so ignorant of its mysterious

capabilities that I suggest to students that they chant it si-

lently. In my classes, when I lead a creative meditation session,

I chant tt'.e om aloud so that others can become acquainted

with the tonalities and intensities that I have found most suc-

cessful for me. After you have become more proficient in using

meditation as a tool for providing self-knowledge, you may

begin to experiment with chanting aloud. Follow the sequence

of suggested types of sounds given here, but try different tones

until you find those that reverberate most in your mind and

body. You will recognize them immediately because they will
provoke a deep, srong stillness and harmony within you. Dif-
ferent tones will create different conditions for you. When you

learn some of the secrets of subtle sound, you will have gained

an important key to the mysteries of creation.
In the process of creative meditation , om is chanted three

times at each of four different intensities and tones (see Figure

5). These chants divide the period of silence into three epi-

sodes. Each time om is sou.nded, a deep abdominal breath is

slowly exhaled in the following manner:

Creqtive Meditotion

Inhale deeply.
Exhale as slowly as possible while sounding ozr.

Remain in the silence, breathing normally.

The different episodes are characterized as follows:
l. Chant om softly, at a fairly high pitch, three times. The

pineal, pituitary, and thyroid energy centers are thus activated

and increase the frequencies of their vibrations. This creates

an intense and subtle energy that floods toward the thymus, or
heart chakra, and then moves in a vortex to the base of the

spine.

2. Chant ozr louder, at a lower pitch, three times. During
this sequence, the emotional plane is activated. The solar

plexus is stabilized, and the heart chakra begins to draw up
the physical forces from the lower energy centers. Then the

energy from all the centers is merged in the heart, which acts

as a fulcrum to balance our mental, emotional, and physical

planes.

3. Chant onx even louder, at a deep pitch, three times.

Again this sound stimulates an energy field and vibrates at a
higher frequency. However this final tone affects the field
that surrounds our physical bodies. This field is the double, or
etheric, body. It has exactly the form and shape of our bodies

and encloses us completely. The intensity and frequency of
these vibrations create the aura that extends out from our
bodies in many layers of color and density.

When the subtle bodies are stimulated by sound to
heighten its vibratory action, it becomes a protective shield

around us. We are often disrupted in our concentration by

varying degreql of discomfort or subtle sensations that seem to

have no source or cause. What is happening at these times is
that we are receiving information through our psychic sensi-

tivities. There is actually a physical basis for so-called psychic
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activity. The energy is as real as any other form of energy, only

more subtle than our unattuned senses can notice. When we

create a high, light vibration around us, no lower, denser vi-

bration can enter our awareness. Such low energies are literally
burned up; they are overwhelmed by the much greater energy

field they contact.
4. Chant om less loudly, at the lowest pitch, three times.

This final series of om is meant to bring you back to your wak-

ing consciousness. Meditative awareness can be so expansive,

so high, that coming down can be awkward, shocking, even

depressing. By sounding om at a very low pitch, you allow the

meditative helium balloon to be slowly deflated, and your re-

entry is softened. You will not awaken confused and disori-

ented but will leave your meditation as you should. Real

expansion is to have our heads in the heavens and our feet

firmly on the ground.

A MODEI FOR MEDITATION

CONCENTRATION AND DECENTRATION

After the preliminaries of assuming a ProPer position, ad'
justing the breath by means of paradoxical breathing, and

deriving a theme through reverie, we begin. Create a three'

dimensional image of the theme, and imagine it to be a few

feet in front of you. Whether the theme is a symbol (such as

a geometric form) or a situation having many parts, concen'

trate on it so that you begin to sense its reality. Visualize every

detail: color, form, texture, scent, sound, and taste. Once you

have confirmed your themel decentrate from everything else.

(Decentration means not to become distracted nor fascinated

by anything that may surround the object of concentration.)

Creotive Meditqtion

Focus on the theme, and cease to be aware of anything beyond
it. Avoid any logical questioning or speculation about the
theme; do not evaluate it or set up expectations about the
outcome of your meditation. Simply concentrate on your
topic, and decentrate from any distraction (see Figure 4).

MIRROR IMAGE

As soon as you have concentrated and decentrated, create
your mirror image, and see that image of yourself approach
the theme. See your self walk away from you. Note how you
are dressed, and make any other observations you can. Then
watch as this mirror image enters the theme. At this point,
and possibly at other times during meditation, a train of
thoughts may intervene and impede your concentration.
Handle this kind of intervention by allowing it. Do not fight
it; otherwise you will spend more energy on this impediment
than you are spending on your meditation. You will make it
a stronger interference by feeding it energy. Allow the
thoughts to flow by uninterrupted, as if you were watching a

train. Calmly and passively acknowledge that there are
thoughts and that as they began, so they will end. When they
do cease, when the train has passed, cross the tracks, and begin
again to interact with the theme through your mirror image
(see Figure 6).

PENETRATION

Penetrate the theme. Direct your mirror image to merge

into the scene or to contact the symbol, and watch what hap-

pens. As in reverie, remain an objective observer while your
second self plays the subjective role in the situation you have

created. Do not start deciding how you should behave con-

cciouoly; allow things to happen, and observe how your second
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Fig. 6. The Mirror lmoge

image is handling the situation. IJnconscious changes are

taking place, so just remain an observant sPectator. At the

same time, feel your interrelationship with what you are

watching. You will get feedback within your feelings and

within your own body that will further reveal messages from
your subconscious mind. fn creative meditation, the only psi'

phoning is this initial encouoter of your mirror image with
the theme. Therefore do not direct the image once you have

generated it.

Creqlive Medirqtion

CONTEMPTATION

Contemplate the scene before you. From your vantage
point outside the action, observe, monitor, and record all
that you see, hear, feel, or sense in afif way. Again do not take
any conscious action. Make no evaluation; cause no alteration
in what you observe. Do not try to develop any details by in.
terpreting them; if you do that, you will immediately awaken
your rational, conscious mind. Your conscious mind will then
charge up that train of thoughts, and it will thunder by, block-
ing your vision. ft is also important not to censor or rule out
anything that you observe. All that you can perceive is valid.
It is essential that you learn to acknowledge and validate all
the images and information displayed during meditation.
Only then will you hear the voice of the higher mind and
know that you have escaped the limitations of rationality.

Contemplation is intense, passive observation. It is actually
an autogenic (self-regulating) process based on passive voli-
tion, which, in turn, is possible only through faith and trust in
yourself. You do not need to verify your internal experiences
by logical analysis or other people's opinions because you
know that ultimately you are the only truth there is.

SYNTHESIS

After contemplating the scene and recording all the feed-
back you have derived from it, synthesize. Create within your-
self a feeling of joyful excitement by evoking an image or
event that has this efiect on you. Feel joyful, feel exuberant,
and then feel your energy being activated and expanding. En-
vision this energy radiating into the scene, at first surrounding
and then permeating it with pure white light. Every detail in
the scene will become clearer, and you will become more
aware of the meaning and purpose of the scene as a whole.
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Remember these revelations, but do not Pause to consider

them. Do not alter your focus of attention from the genera'

tion of the light.

ERASE

Let the white energy become so bright that it actually dis'

solves the scene you have been watching. As the scene is dissi'

pated and transformed into energy itself, take a last look at

it; then let it go. If anything still remains, consciously erase

it. See only white emptiness before you.

CONCENTRATION AND DECENTRATION

. In the midst of this white and clear space, we begin the

passive stage of creative meditation. Expand your gaze, and

realize that the brightness you see is actually the flame of a

candle. Adjust your perspective until you see a lighted candle

a few feet in front of you. Contemplate this image. Do you

see how much it tells us about our own beings? Notice how the

dense wax melts when the oxygen from the air combines with
the energy being relased from the wick to form the flame. The
subtle energy and the dense wax integrate to create the visible

light. The brittle wax becomes soft, flowing, and moldable.

Now regard yourself as a symbolic candle. You, too, require

the energy from within your body and the oxygen from the

atmosphere in order to perpetuate the flame of consciousness.

All parts of the physical world and all our sensations are

indicators of a far more powerful existence, too subtle to be

experienced in itself. The oxygen we breathe, for example, is

symbolic of prana, the vital energy or spirit. In Eastern na'
ditions, the word Fam means both "spirit" and "breath." It is
fascinating that in the West, a similar equation occurs. The

Greek word for breath, pneuma, also means "spirit;" Thus

cvery breath we draw into our bodicr ia a rymbolic exprecoion

Creqlive Meditqtion

of drawing the vital energy into our beings. When we focus
on this perception of our breathing, we become aware of
subtle transformations within us. Then, as in the meditation
on the candle flame, we experience the merging of external
and internal energies in our spines (like the candlewick), and
the resulting expansion of energy fills our heads with light
(like the candle flame). The higher the flame-that is, the
more energy we draw from both sources and integrate har-
moniously-the brighter our awareness will be. Just as the
candle illumines the darkness, we radiate that degree of en-
lightenment that we have attained into the world. So to inten-
sify energy means literally to expand consciousness, thereby
helping our fellow beings by lighting the way.

THE CANDLE FTAME

There are many ways to use the image of candle flame to
spark you into profound expansions of awareness in medita.
tion. For example, mentally squint your eyes, and see how the
light rays extend from the candle in all directions. Follow
one of these rays to the periphery of your vision and then be-

yond. Follow it as if it were a string connecting you to its
destination. What is the destination of light? It is the whole
cosmos, the source and cause of the light. Follow the beam of
light, and experience its source as best you can.

Similarly, you can envision the candle flame and follow
one of the rays that radiate toward you, into your heart. Go
with it, and feel this part of your body become warm and
vibrant. Let the pulsating warmth extend into your whole
body and surround you. As it does, realize that this pulsation
is merging with the vibrations eternally moving in the cosmos.

They are one. All distinctions between inner and outer, be-

tween you and the universe, are dissolving in this vibrating
warmth.

Thir cncrgy expansion also benefits ur phyoically. The heat
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from the flame melts the candle wax, and it becomes mo e

pliable. Our own bodies will react similarly to our heat; they

will become more flexible, less stressed by their former rigid'
ity. So as you contemplate the candle flame, feel your energy

unfurling into all the space around you. Feel your body gently
release each tensed muscle and surrender its resistance to the

warmth that is filling you.

Now consciously erase the candle. With your eyelids Par'
tially open, raise your gaze upward, as if you were trying to see

the top of your head. Do not strain your muscles, but struggle

to look as far up and back as you can. Most of us have become

so lazy in the use of our eyes that this may be a bit painful at
first. After you have practiced this exercise for a while, the

muscles will be sronger and there will be no more pain. You
,may also begin to notice a general improvement in your vision

as a result.

PILOT TIGHT

As you continue to gaze back into your head, your eyelids

may flutter slightly. Do not be concerned; merely acknowledge
this bodily activity as you did the train of thoughts. Focus on

your purpose, which is to visualize a tiny point of light high
up and back in your head. Do not hesitate to imagine the light
at first. Visiralize or feel this tiny spot of very concentrated

energy. It is vibrating very quickly, like a tiny rotating sun or
like a whirlpool or vortex. Soon it will seem as if you are look'
ing through a long cylinder in which a spiraling groove is
etched. At the far end of this cylinder is the light you first

saw. Mentally direct your gaze to move down the cylinder, as

if you were going through a tunnel.
When you reach the end of the tunnel, you will emerge

into an all-embracing light that will Penetrate into every cell

of your being. You are now showered by beautiful'golden'

Creqtive Meditqtion

white lights. At the same time, you may observe a physiologi-
cal change taking place, as energy in the form of heat begins
to warm your abdomen, then your solar plexus, your chest,
your neck and jaws, and your cheeks and then very slowly
comes up until it feels as if your forehead is becoming warmer.
Sometimes you will begin to perspire slightly, and you will
notice a comfortable, relaxing warmth throughout your body.
Soon this warmth will become an energy field, radiating up
through your body as bright white light. It will feel as if your
skull is filled with flashes of light, and you might even feel a
slight expansion there.

Now imagine yourself to have a floodlight on your fore-
head that you can switch on. When you do, the light inside you
will shine out and fill the space around you. Do not give the
light any direction, but allow as much light as possible to
flow from your forehead. This energy will behave like every
other energy field. It will automatically form a vortex that will
surround and thus expand you. Continue to acknowledge and
record all your experiences passively during this time.

You are now immersed in a high, subtle energy field that
no dense or lower energy can penetrate. You have surrounded
yourself with a protective white light and are prepared to go
within the silence.

First, we open fully by cleansing ourselves with breath.

BREATHING

l. Inhale through both nostrils, taking a deep abdominal
breath.

Hold your breath in.
Release it with a quick sigh.
Hold it out for a few seconds.

2. Repeat.
E. Inhale through both nostrils; hold the breath in.
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Close your right nosril by pressing on the right side of
your nose with your finger.

Release the air through your left nostril with a sigh.

Hold it out.
Inhaie with both nostrils; hold the breath in.
Close the left nosril.
Release your breath through the right nostril with a sigh.

Hold your breath out.
Repeat steps 3 and 4,

fnhale with both nostrils, a deep abdominal breath.

Hold your breath in for a longer time.
Release the air with a quick, relaxed sigh.

Hold your breath out for a longer time.
Repeat step 6.

AUTOGENICS

Pay no more attention to your breath. Trust your body to
be self-regulatory and harmonious with the next stage. Speak

silently to yourself:

f am at peace. Yes, I am at peace.

My forehead is cool; my solar plexus is warm.
My arms and legs are heavy and warm.
Mentally I am alert, and spiritually I am awake.

Forehead cool, solar plexus warm.
Arms and legs heavy and warm.
Mentally alert and spiritually awake.

I am at peace. Yes, f am at peace.

Forehead cool, solar plexus warm.
Heartbeat calm and easy.

Arms and legs heavy and warm. ft breezes me.

f am mentally alert and spiritually awake.

I am completely relaxed of soul, mind, and body,

Creqtive Meditqtion

And now f can go within.
Now I can go within the silence
And create in intervals the onr sounds
Within my own mind and body.

CHANTING

Inhale deeply, and as you exhale, breathe orut orn slowly
and silently. Focus on the sound alone; follow it wherever it
goes, and feel the expansion and activation of different as-

pects of your being in response to it. Observe this activity, re-
cord it, and pass beyond it, always following the sound. Do
not react to your physiological or psychological responses. Re-
member that you are here, not to evaluate or analyze, but to
experience.

There is nothing to fear or protect yourself from, so do
not be concerned about any strange sensations or feelings that
may arise. Continue the chanting that leads to the silence. Im-
merse yourself in the period of silence, and reemerge to begin
the next chanting sequence. You may remain in the silence for
a short time or a long time. Do not worry about the length of
your stay; just concentrate on allowing the energy to flow, and
flow with it.

AWAKENING

When you complete the three episodes of chanting and
silence, return to waking consciousness by means of a final
series of very low pitched om* Become aware of your body
and your positjon. Orient yourself to your environment.
When this chanting is done, gently open your eyes. Never rush
out of a meditative state. Make the transition a smooth, care-

ful one so that you remain in a balanced, clear state. If you
do, you will enhance your ability to review what happened

l.
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during meditation. Now is the time to recall all your insights,

sensations, emotions, and visions and to notice with which

aspects of the creative meditation they were connected.

BECOMING IT

Review is one part of the final stage of creative meditation.

Remember what happened, and try to understand it and in'
tegrate it. This part will take a long time to complete because

it goes hand in hand with a counterPart: taking action.

Creative meditation is complete only when we have acted

on our insights. Each time we do, we get new feedback from
the world and must review and integrate again. So creative

meditation is a spiral that begins when we take conscious re'
sponsibility for our lives and set our whole aim on self'

knowledge.

6.

Health and Human Energies

Creative meditation teaches us that living is the
meditation. As we learn to tap the paraconscious mind as a
source of creative inspiration, we will expand our awareness
until we are creatively inspired in all our thoughts, actions,
and words. No longer will this expansion be limited to iso-

lated moments of focused meditation. Eaery moment will be

lived as a meditation.
For most of us, this expanded awareness is still a goal, not

a manifest condition. One of our greatest hindrances is our
fear oi change because, as I have noted, in order to grow, we
must die. So in an attempt to avoid the death that is actually
an essential part of living, we try to stop or freeze the flow.

The imbalances of mind and body that we all suffer at
one time or another are the result of blocked energy. We close

down the flow because of our fear of change or of facing reality.
We begin to lose the sense of ourselves as cocreators of this
world and look with dread upon the overwhelming power of a
fateful, mechanical universe. We forget ourselves and become
aware only of the external world, which threatens us with dis-
ease, Ioneliness, and failtrre. When we fear life, we do not

tl
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grow. Finally, our rigidity can become so tense that it is ex-

pressed by our bodies in the form of migraines, heart disease,

cancer, or any of the other stress-related disorders.

How can we avoid this cycle of fear and repression? We can

begin by paying attention to the condition of our bodies, not
just the external and obvious aspects, but the entire flow of
energy that is our vital spirit. Do not focus on specific prob-
lems or symptoms. Instead, learn to become aware of where
and when you blockade energy and how to release it. This is

one of the most valuable applications of the technique of crea-

tive meditation.
In Chapters 6 and 7, we will demonstrate some of the ways

in which active meditation methods can alleviate energy ob-

structions. These methods are particularly useful when they
are directed toward the energy centers of the body, the chakras.

If the flow through these centers is monitored and corrected

when necessary, we become transmitters of energy rather than
containers, batteries rather than blockades. Then life begins

to be experienced as the continued process of transformation
that it really is. We grow and help others to grow, too.

SETF.MONITORING

First, we need to explore some of the simplest ways to
self-monitor and adjust the flow of energy. The practice of
self-monitoring can begin with a procedure as simple as this:
Educate your conscious mind to let you know when anything
unusual is developing within your body. When you perceive

a hint of malfunction, do a body check. Start with your feet,

and work your way up: This foot is not moving as smoothly
as the other one; my calves are too tight, and I must work on
relaxing them; and so on. Mentally go through every part
of your body. If you are not sure of the feedback you are get-
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ting, use a reverie. Create your mirror image, and direct it
to travel through your body and check all the organs and
functions. If anything seems unusual, focus on it. Surround
it with light as you have learned to do in the creative medita-
tion process, or imagine that your breath is being inhaled and
exhaled through this place in your body.

If you sense a buildup of energy that could become dense

and stagnant if it is retained too long, you can use another
exercise for temporary relief. However, this method cannot
prevent a new experience of tension if you continue to absorb

dense energy without transforming it right away.

To understand why this exercise works, you have to realize
that you are a human battery that can become sluggish with
dense energy. To recharge this battery, you must use your
grounding wires, which are your legs and feet. For these

grounding wires to be effective, they should not have any

insulating material around them. Your shoes should have

leather soles, and your stockings should be made of a natural
fiber such as cotton or wool. All plastics and vinyls are in-
sulating materials. Therefore, if what you are wearing is insu-

lating, you should do this exercise in your bare feet.

Your battery needs two jump wires, two energ'y poles, and
these are your arms and hands. Although actual jumper cables

are identified as positive and negative and are painted difierent
colors, there is no material difference between them; they are

distinguished only to prevent you from crossing wires. Your
hands can function as jumper cables; either one can be the
sending hand, emitting energy, and the other one will be the
receiving hand, absorbing energy.

To begin, place one hand, open and fat, on the solar
plexuc, betwecn your ribt and navcl. The hand should rert
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loosely on this spot; there is no need to apply any Pressure.
This is the sending apParatus. The other hand is positioned

on the back of your neck in this fashion: The inner flat pads

of your fingers are placed along the cervical vertebrae, the

little finger on the atlas, the index close to the first thoracic

vertebra, and the other two spaced evenly between. You can

think of this as having your four fingers arranged on a piano

keyboard. Apply a slight Pressure' and keep the fingers solidly

on these points for three minutes.

During this time, your sending hand (on the solar plexus)

is pushing the clogged energy upward, toward the neck. Soon

a circulation develops between the two hands, loosening the

energy and allowing it to be easily discharged.

After three minutes, reverse your hands and the energy

flow by putting the hand that was in front on the neck and

the hand on the neck in front on the solar plexus. Keep them

there for another three minutes while you envision the energy

moving between them.

These exercises offer short-term relief from a stagnation of

energy, but if the energy flow is to be maintained consistently

at optimum levels, each of the centers (chakras) must be func-

tioning well. If any one of them is malfunctioning, the energy

emission will not be pure and the energy that is being held

back will stagnate, which will lead to disease. An efficient

organism will diffuse outward just as much energy as it ab-

sorbs inward. Any inequality here indicates that some energy

is being retained and that it is not being recycled.

All energy taken in is to be transmuted by the organism-

that's you-and in being transformed, altered, and worked

with, it is refined and then released. This energy model is a

model of our lives: We have to be open to the world, to others,

to ideas, activities, and energies; but just as irnportant, we need

to be expressive and involved lot jupt phyoically and emotion'
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ally but also intellectually and spiritually. That small bit of
circulation which you initiated by doing the tension-release
exercise is a life paradigm, too: You have to be involved in a

balanced circulation of your whole self with the world around
you.

CHAKRAS

Using creative meditation techniques, we can make a daily
chakra check and readjust any dysfunctions we discover. This
can become an essential aspect of preventive medicine because
it enables us to detect maladies early. But as a more general
benefit, our overall energy state will become higher and more
coherent. We will become more responsible, stronger, and
able to assume greater tasks because we will be less constrained
by incoherent moods, illnesses, and general malaise.

Each of the seven chakras has a particular way of transform-
ing energy (see Figure 7). Starting from the top, the crown
chakra (pineal body) receives and transmits energy; the brow
chakra (pituitary gland) synthesizes and desynthesizes energy;
the throat chakra (thyroid gland) is the expressive node for
energy; the heart chakra is the area of ransmutation of energy;
the solar plexus chakra deals with emotional and physical
energy, pain, and pleasure; the spleen chakra is the reserve
center; the sacral chakra (gonads) is the reservoir. The reserve
tank of energy (spleen) comes into operation <lnly when the
reservoir is empty.

The activity of the chakras results from the condition of
our physical, ;nental, emotional, and spiritual states at any
moment. Although we often hear the phrase "to open the
chakras," this is not representative of what really happens.
Actually no chakra is ever closed. You would not be alive if
one of the chakras was closed; that would be the end of you, no
matter which chakra it was. The flow of energy from chakra to
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chakra is continuous and dynamic. Whether it is observable or
nonobservable, it exists at all times, although it might vary in
its level of activity.

Extremes of overactivity or underactivity produce the im-
balance that leads to disease. Underactivity represses all bodily
functions because the organs are not fueled well enough to
work properly. Overactivity burns up the nutrients that feed
the organs. In either case the effect is the same: We do not
receive the nourishment we need to continue to generate and
be creative in our lives. What we seek to accomplish, then, in
the meditations for the chakras, is to regulate the flow of
energy, not necessarily to increase it.

In the chakra meditations, we identify each chakra with a

color. Colors are certain vibrations of energy that are perceived
by our eyes and minds as red, green, and so on. In the same

way, the energy cente$ of the body vibratq at a certain fre-
quency in their transmission of energy. The energy pattern
around each chakra, as viewed through its aura, is in the form
of a vortex. The color designated for that chakra vortex indi-
cates the average frequency at which it operates

The chakra vortex will very rarely be operating entirely
on that frequency because the energy is being radiated in waves
and rhythms. Depending on how that chakra is functioning
and on its relationships with the other chakras in the organism,
there will be spots of other colors at various points along the
vortex. When the chakra is emitting energy in a balanced
fashion, the color will be very pale, bur it will be rhe pure color
frequency that characterizes the chakra.

A pale tone indicates that the energy transmission is high,
subtle, and fine. If a particular cenrer is not diffusing all the
energy that is coming into it, and if the chemistry of rhat cen-
ter is not transforming all its energy, then the outflow will be
dense and heavy. The aura of this chakra would then appear
narrow and dark because the transmission is clogged and the
radiation level is not very high.

| ;i- Heart Chakra (Thvmus)

t3T lnferior Cervical Ganglion
4T
5T
6T
7T
8T.<- Solar plexus Chakra (Adrenals)
ler
I ror 1) Cetiac Plexus and Celiac Ganglion

117

tL-- Spleen Chakra (Spleen, Pancreas, Liver)

\ zr- lnferior Mesenteric Ganglion
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(:" 
------4 

Pelvic Plexus and Pelvic Nerve

4S 

- 

Root or Sacral Chakra (Gonads)
5S

Fig.7, Spinol Contqcts of Chokror
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Sanskrit name

Muladhara

Svadhishthana

Manipura
Anahata

Vishuddha

Ajna
Saharrera

English name

Root or sacral

Spleen

Solar plexus

fleart
Throat
Brow

Crown

Spinal location

Fourth sacral
vertebra

First lumbar

Eighth thoracic

First thoracic

Third cervical

First cervical

None

Organ

Gonads

Spleen, pancreas,
liver

Adrenals

Thymur
Thyroid
Pituitary gland

Plncal body
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The physical being is an organ for transforming energy
into matter and back again into energy. The vibrations of a
particular frequency that emanate from each chakra have a

transforming effect on certain bodily parts. When an organ is

dysfunctional, it generally means that the chakra nourishing
it is also imbalanced.

The chakras are the organs of the human subtle anatomy.

These power centers can be in harmonious equilibrium with
one another. They produce a wave of resonance that at one

level manifests itself as an individual being and at other levels

blends with the entire energy fabric of our universal environ-
ment. Eastern scripture speaks of the entire universe as a giant
mandala or spiraling wheel, containing myriad microcosmic
wheels. The word chakra derives from the Sanskrit word that
means "wheel." Those who are trained to perceive chakras

describe them as vortices of shifting colors, sounds, and den-

sities, rather like liquid convolvulus flowers or the surface

shape of water spiraling in a whirlpool.
Each of the seven chakras has as its external counterpart

one of the seven major glands of the body, whose functions
interact with one another in a manner still mysterious to sci-

ence. Each chakra's energy seems to be directed from a certain
area in the spine (see the table below).

THE SEVEN CHAKRAS

Heolrh snd Humqn Energies 9l

We meditate on the chakras in a particular sequence. Be-
ginning with those energy centers rhat are low on the body, we
move toward those higher up. This physical ascendancy is

symbolic of a spiritual ascendancy. The lower chakras require
less conscious regulation to facilirate rheir acrivity. The higher
chakras (pituitary and pineal) are certainly able to function
without our conscious awareness, but they develop at a vastly
increased pace when we consciously suppoft the ransforma-
tion of energy within them.

We begin with the root chakra as a way of sharpening our
ability to become aware of the energy transformations taking
place in our organism. As our skill grows, we will be able to
shine our attention on the higher, subtler energy centers.
Furthermore, there is less likelihood of dysfunction in those
lower chakras, which are accustomed to unconscious, instinc-
tive functioning. The probability of discovering imbalances
increases ?s, through meditation, we explore the higher
chakras, which require greater conscious involvement to be
regulated.

The root chahra (also known as the sacral, base, gonadic
chakra, or kundalini) is red orange in color. It is the source of
the physical manifestation of life-promoting energy. Anything
in nature that is red or red orange is life-promoting. It puts us

into action; it generates. Because the root chakra controls the
entire gonadic system, it actually activates our capability to
generate life.

The next chakra, which regulates the endocrine glands, is
called the spleen chahra.It also controls the pancreas and the
liver, even though they are not classified as ductless (endocrine)
glands. The sgleen chakra is pink, and pink is a combination
of red, the life-promoting color, arid white, the all-enhancing
color. So we could say that pink is composed 50 percent of the
life-promoting red and 50 percent of white, the already life-
promoted color, which is now expressed as radiance, Along
each nerve throughout the whole nervoul system, there ir a
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kind of pinkish glow because the life energy is undergoing
transmutation from the basic red orange. As it is released and

becomes more radiant, it affects the part of the body that regu-

lates the supply of oxygen, the supply of blood cells, the supply

of life energy to the rest of the body.

We call the spleen the resertte battery because it supple-

ments the root chakra. If the root chakra has exhausted itself
or is stagnating, the spleen immediately goes into action by
releasing some energy that is already in transition. When this
occurs, we are given olur second hreath ot second boosf. This
gives the root chakra a chance to regulate itself and then start
releasing energy again. So the spleen can be as much the acti-
vator as the transmuter for energy.

The third chakra is related to the solar plexus and regulates

the adrenal system: the adrenal glands, the cortex, and the
medulla. Its color is green, the opposite of red. Green is a

combination of 50 percent blue and 50 percent yellow. Blue,
a cooling color, has determined but relaxing power. Yellow is

another type of activating energy, related to the yellow of the
sun, but it stays under control when mixed with blue. The
resulting controlled energy, green, is life-preserving. Every-

thing that is green in this world is actually preserving the life
that the red has activated.

The solar plexus chakra gives exactly the right amount of
energy to the adrenal gland to get the correct proportion of
adrenalin in our bodies. It also restrains any excesses in the
root chakra because its role is to prevent energy from being
wasted. When the solar plexus chakra is overstimulated, we

become too emotional, and a difficult cycle begins. The root
chakra is overactivated and generates more energy than the
solar plexus can handle; this stress causes a blockage that
manifests as stomachaches and ulcers. In this case two energy

centers are working against each other, the root generating
more energy and the solar plexus holding it back. Of course,

all dhis conflict prodtrces diseasc,
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The fourth energy center is the heart chahra. It is the color
of gold, the substance humans have sought through the ages.

Even the alchemist looked for gold by mixing his compounds.
We could say that the gold the alchemists were looking for was

expanded consciousness, the integration of "the above and the
below."

The heart chakra is symbolized by the cauldron, the wirch's
kettle, and the Holy Grail. All that is written about the Holy
Grail centers on this chakra, the place where energy is trans-
muted. The core energy of the lower chakras, preserved by the
solar plexus, now leaps into the cauldron, where it is trans-
muted into the pure gold of purified energy.

The heart chakra governs the thymus and the lymphatic
system, which reg,ulate our immunological defenses. In physi
cal and metaphysical ways, the heart is the cleanser, the inte-
grator, the purifier. Unless the lower energies are burned in
the flame of the heart, they cannot reach the higher, more
aware energy centers in the body. It is here that the above and
the below meet and seek union.

The first chakra beyond this point of integration is the
throat chahra. Its color is blue, symbolizing will power and
volition. Here the challenge of regulating energy effectively is

related to the issue of human will versus God's will. Martin
Bubei called it the "I and Thou" problem. If only the Thou
aspect is expressed, without the involvement of the I, we lose

our individuality; we martyr ourselves in the cause of others
and fail to reach our own goals. That is wrong because as long
as we are on this earth, we are ol this earth and must express

ourparticular ego or identity. At the same time we do not want
to become mere egoists.

Whatever lie truns-rlte in the heart chakra needs to be ex-

pressed. Creative expression is the domain of the throat chakra,

which also governs the thyroid gland. People who do not ex-

press their creativity often sufier from a thyroid dysfunction.
If they become overexpressive, without discipline or self-
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regulation, they will suffer from hyperthyroidism. When they

fail to express themselves, they become underactive. This

blocks the thyroid, and they begin to display symPtoms of hypo-

thyroidism, such as goiter. Because the thyroid regulates the

metabolism, we can say it is the outlet for the poison as well

as for the jewels within us. To be fully functional, it needs to

be used for both.
The sixth center is the brow chahra.lt is connected to the

functioning of the pituitary gland, which governs the develop-

ment and regulation of the fluids in the body. It also regulates

the nervous system by means of the activity in the hypo-

thalamus.
The pituitary is the prism that breaks down the light

(energy), refracts it, and distributes it to the body through the

difierent chakras. The brow chakra is also the synthesizer, tak-

ing the different energy comPonents and integrating them

once again.
The color associated with this chakra is indigo, which is no

specific color but a mixture of the primary colors in transition.

The pituitary is always busy: synthesizing, breaking down, and

synthesizing again, taking a little color from this, a little color

from that, a little sound from this, a little sound from that,

in order to break each down and to bind it together again. The

chemical aspect of the body is constantly trying to hold onto

the precarious balance between hypo- and hyper-, between

acid production and alkaline production. The pituitary is a

facilitator in this process.

Awareness of this precarious balance, once achieved, brings

great insight. Once the balance is achieved, we no longer need

to expend energy in an effort to create it. We can attend to

something else.

What is that something else? It is the continual (rather

than fragmentary) experience of insight that in religious tra-

ditions is called enli,ghtenment,lt is achieved by the "opening
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of the third eye," the full activation of the crown chahra. This
seventh chakra is the only one with no spinal contact, and it is

connected with the mysterious pineal body, which atrophies in
most people by the age of thirteen because it is not used. In-
deed, it cannot be used until all the other energy centers are

balanced and fully functioning.
The crown chakra is symbolized by the color purple, which

is a combination of red (the color of the base chakra) and blue
(the color of the throat chakra, the color of expression). When
the base chakra is expressed and then purified by the totality
of the whole body, the result is all colors, or white. White
added to the red and blue makes pale purple, the color of
total integration. At the crown chakra, there is no longer a

question of synthesizing, metabolizing, preserving, or promot-
ing life. Total enlightenment results in pure white; the fire
has become light.

MANDATA SYMBOTISM

To meditate on the chakras, we need to have a specific
focus at first to serve as the theme for the process of creatiye
meditation. In the chakra exercises in Chapter 7, a symbol for
each energy center will be described and then developed dur-
ing the course of a guided visualization that will involve you
dynamically in the activity of each chakra. After you have

worked with the energy of each chakra separately, the symbol-

themes can be combined to form a mandala that is the focus

of an integrated meditation on the chakras.

Before praqticing these exercises, you should understand
what your purpose is and why this particular type of medita-
tion can fulfilt it. To help you form your thoughts and prop-
erly orient yourself to your practice, I will briefly describe

some of the issues that have aided me.
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First, why is it effective to use the language of symbolism
in meditation?

A symbol can be a visual image, or it can be expressed

orally as a mantra. Like all symbols, a mantra is deSigned to

elicit a response within you. A mantra is particularly suited

for you if it can open you to a deeper area of awareness. The
same general result can be achieved by all religious chants and

hymns; they can awaken you, bring out some feeling, and give

you new energy. It is not insignificant that the chants of the
muezzin in a Muslim mosque or the Buddhist mantras or the
hymns of Christianity continue to affect us. Although they
might be unfamiliar to many of us, their influence is still
potent. They arise from the wisdom of very old traditions,
and we can still tap them as resources in our own times.

What real value does a symbol or mantra have for us?

The path of self-discovery that we have undertaken is an

expedition into the unconscious mind. As with any expedition,
we have to leave a lot of cumbersome things behind. We need

to learn new languages and suppress our immediate derisive

responses to new sights and experiences. The realm of the sub-

conscious will now be our home, and this means that the habits

and demands of discursive thought in the conscious mind must

be temporarily laid to rest. The conscious mind is not very

adept at making new discoveries. It works best as a synthesizer

of data, and its tools are preconceived paradigms. To ensure

that the conscious mind achieves the best results for us, we have

to feed it purer data, data that we are learning to gather by

developing broader modes of perception. We have to feed the

mind with images of truth-in other words, with symbols.

Does a symbol contain truth? Or is it arbitrary?
The symbol is never the truth itself, but it contains truth.

The symbol captures the mind and translates an unconscious

message to consciousness. Notice that I did not say "one Part
of the mind." The symbol encompasses the entire mind. It acts
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as a means of communicating one part of yourself to another
part. Each part speaks a different language, but the symbol
enables them to communicate with each other. The meaning
of the message is encased in a symbolic form, and the symbol
will be most effective if it is attuned to those parts of the
conscious and unconscious mind that need to be aware of each
other. In the realm of cosmic energy, there is only one lan-
guage, and symbols are about as close as we can get to that
universal language.

Why is it necessary to combine the symbols into a mandala?
The use of colored composite symbols to produce certain

psychophysiological effects is ancient and widespread. Ameri-
can Indian sand paintings have been used in healing cere-
monies for millennia. The Paleolithic cave paintings in Europe
are recognized as having played an imporrant function in the
caveman's ritualistic control of his world. Even today, in the
traditional culture of Tibet, mandalas are primary com-
ponents in the practice of medicine. A child only a few months
old will be taken by his parents to'a lama, who looks ar the
child's energies and potentialities by various shamanistic
means and ascertains what the child has in excess and what he
or she lacks. He then creates an appropriate mandala. For ex-
ample, perhaps he sees a tremendous amount of royal blue in
this child. He realizes thar the child is going to be difficult to
manage because he is very willful, and his excessive willfulness
may not be sufficiently restrained by intelligence. Therefore
the lama incorporates a color in the mandala that counteracts
this willful blue. Or perhaps there is a lack of creativity. The
lama then applies another appropriate color or symbol, one
that will stimulate creativity. The completed mandala is

shown to the lf,na and hung above his or her crib so rhar it
will be the first thing he or she sees when waking in the morn-
ing and the last at night. Later on the sarne mandala will be the
subject of the child's first meditations.
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The chakra meditations, then, are based on venerable

traditions. Meditators today are not the first to meditate uPon

specific symbols in order to heal themselves or attain a greater

understanding of the universe and their roles in it' I often

suggest to my students that they follow this Tibetan example

and make their own mandalas and to position them in their
homes where they can see them comfortably and frequently.

If you create your own mandala after experiencing the chakra

meditations, use it as an object for contemplation, but re-

member that it will affect you every time you glance at it. Be-

cause your mandala can have this Potent influence on you, it
is important that you consruct it carefully from the insights

you have gained in meditation.
How can we use the chakra checks to perceive and regu-

late the internal status of our minds and bodies?

Each visualization begins with a breathing exercise. We

breathe into the theme-symbol and fill it with vitality and the

color associated with that chakra. Next we dissolve the color

into whiteness. If a particular chakra resists the whiteness

(which is the rePresentation of the pure energy of our total

beings), this indicates a blockage. You should not go on to the

next chakra until you have analyzed this chakra more thor-

oughly. It is possible to discover the nature of the resistance

and then to banish it. Only your own meditative experiences

can be your teacher in these tasks. You should be able to ex-

perience direct feedback from each chakra as you focus on it.
This feedback will be physiological as well as psychological and

will teach you how to detect any irnbalance in the chakra.

To the extent that each chakra is functioning well, you will
experience an increase of energy. As I have explained, the

energy peculiar to each chakra exPresses itself along the spec-

trum of a specific color, which grows paler (whiter) as the level

of energy increases. Of course at first you may not be able to

explain what the feedback means or even where it is coming
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from; but if you continue with the method, you will see an
overall improvement in your body's conditioning. As energy
is refined, the level of our consciousness expands, and we are
ready to attend ro the higher vibrations of the upper energy
centers. This is the reason we meditate on the chakras in
sequence.

The chakra exercises in Chapter 7 are designed to help
you learn to regulate yourself. We benefit from the acquisition
of these regulatory skills because we can create moie harmony
between all the aspects of our minds and bodies. Self-regula-
tion is not self-control. We do not want our bodies to control
our minds or our minds to control our bodies. Rather, we want
each aspect of ourselves to speak freely. Then our total ener-
gies will be available for voluntary disposition.
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Activating the Chakras

As you begin to practice the chakra meditations, remember

your purpose in meditating. If you have carefully followed

the instructions for creative meditation, you are ready to rm-

plement it in the potent visualizations that follow.
You can approach these visualizations in more than one

way. Until you become fully familiar with the sequence of
events in each exercise, it might be beneficial to have someone

read the exercises aloud to you. Some people find that they

have intense experiences when the exercises are read aloud.

However this method has a drawback. You may find that cer-

tain aspects of the visualization require more time than others;

if someone else is guiding the exercise, you are not completely

free to explore the directions that your internal experiences are

taking. Another approach is to read the instructions before you

meditate and become thoroughly familiar with the sequence

of images. Then, when you meditate, the exercise almost seems

to direct itself. One way to improve your memory of images

is to make models of them; draw, paint, or sculpt the figures

that are used in the exercises. The composite mandala of these

images, which is shown on the back cover of this book, displays
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the correct colors associated with each chakra. Use this figure
as your guide, and create your own images of these symbols.

ROOT CHAKRA (GONADS)

THE SYMBOT

For this meditation, the symbol is a square that
we extend into three dimensions. So imagine
that the square is becoming a conduit, like ari
infinitely long ventilation shaft. Envision this
shaft as beginning right in front of your face. It
is the same size as your face. Imagine that you are

in a room without oxygen, so that you have to put your face
close to this ventilation conduit to breathe.

This image of the three-dimensional square may not be
stable on the screen of your mind. As soon as you imagine it,
it may change into something else. Do not rry ro force it back
into the square shape.

Over the years that I have given these exercises, I have
found the square to be a persisting image for this chakra. But
in some people, the imagination may transform the square
into another shape, one more appropriate for other energy
levels and other chakras. As we discovered in doing the guided
reveries, there is no sense in controlling these images; in fact,
it is their spontaneous modifications that create the feedback
we need in order to learn about ourselves. So if you lose the
square image, do not worry about it. Let it be whatever it
will'be.

The oxygen flowing from this square conduit will have to
be a particular color: red orange. How this color presents itself
inside the conduit is not important; you can imagine it as a
liquid, a gaseous, cloudy substance, or just a colored light. Be-

cause you are going to be breathing in this substance mentally,
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it will probably be gaseous

its transformations.
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in form; but again, do not inhibit
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2. Breathing through your mourh, take in a deep abdomi-
nal breath. suck all the red-orange substance out of the square,
and take it down all the way to the base of the spine. Let it
settle in, and hold it there. To enhance your imaginative
control over this air, imagine that the entrance to the root
chakra, the base of the spine, has a door that opens up when
you breathe in and closes when you have stopped, trapping
the air at the bottom of your body. This way, it will not escape
until you are ready to exhale.

3. Exhale deeply into the square conduit in front of your
face. Wait a moment before inhaling again. During this time,
observe what has become of the exhaled oxygen as it floats
around inside the conduit. Has it changed its color at all? or
its form? Or its quantity?

4. Second inhalation: Repeat the first cycle, breathing in
the colored substance from the square (however much of it
there is), letting it go down to the base of the spine, and hold-
ing it in. Now gaze back into the square, and blow the sub-
stance out of your body and into the square. Take note of any
psychological and physiological changes. These will be re-
vealed by any changes in the form of the conduit, the nature
of the substance, or the color of your breath.

5. Third inhalation: Repeat as before. This time, how.
ever, *hen you exhale, blow the substance around the sides
of the square conduit. Keep your attention on the square
while your breathing returns gently to its normal pattern.
Carefully observe any changes taking place in the image.

6. Mentally take note of the resr of your body, inside and
out.,Any areas of your organism that are emitting an unusual
amount of sensation will come to your attention. Note what
those areas and feelings are. At the end of this exercise, you
may feel more energetic and notice a rise in temperature. The
heat you feel will probably be in the lower abdomen or rhe
buttodrs.

BREATHING

When you have created this image and its coloring, take

three deep breaths (three inhalations and three exhalations).

Keep your mouth open, and breathe through it. The nose will
also be breathing, but do not concentrate on what your nose is

doing. The reason for using the mouth is that we get more

physiological feedback this way; we may even experience a

sucking or drinking sensation. Breathe through your mouth in

all seven of these meditations. (This is not normal for other

meditations, but the purpose of these specific meditations is to

connect your awareness to your internal energy Patterns
through the imagination. If we are going to learn to trust our

imaginations, we need a grear deal of physiological feedback

to show us that they are working.)
Ideally, you will be doing paradoxical breathing in all

these exercises. If you are not yet comfortable with that pattern

of breathing, then breathe normally. The most important

thing is that you focus all your attention on your internal'feed-

back and. rely on breathing that has become instinctive and

unconscious.

THE MEDITATION

l. Sit in^a comfortable position, spine erect, head held

straight. Close ybur eyes, and create the image of the square,

an infinitely long conduit, a few inches in front of your face.

Now fill that conduit with the red'orange substaice.
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the end of each one. If you do go on, the feedback on the other
chakras will be imprecise because of the dysfunctioning of the
imbalanced chakra. so sometimes the cycle will take longer
than you expect.

SPTEEN CHAKRA

THE SYMBOI

t04

FEEDBACK

If the substance being breathed changes from red orange

to any other color, yo., .u" identify the origin of the new color

from the other chakra exercises' The chakra that is symbolized

by that new color has been influenced by your excitation of the

root chakra. If blue, the color emanating from ihe throat

chakra, enters your image, it may indicate that the throat

chakra is not allowed ,o .*pr.r, itself properly' Consequently

its energy seePs out into other areas of the organism'

If a Jense, deep tone (such as purple or brown) intervenes

in the red orange and there is no white in the final exhalation'

it indicates that there is an energy block in another chakra' If

the red orange does not become pale or even white' it means

that the root chakra is blocked' It is absorbing energy ade-

quately but not radiating it' Remember that although deep

*t., *uy be pretty, in this realm they indicate dense energy

or sluggishness. Heulth is always indicated by brightness' fast

.rr.rgy, utd intense radiation, all merging into wh,i1e'

ny ,f,. third exhalation, all color may have disappeared'

Irrste"d, you might see black or white or a gray substance'

When the final exhaled breath colors the square white inside

and outside or white on the outside and black or gray on the

inside, you have attained a balanced condition in the chakra'

However if the last breath apPears white inside the square and

black outside, you are not emitting any energy intothe environ-

ment, just absorbing it' This image indicates that you are

holding in energY'

These exercises are designed to be performed in sequence'

and there is no reason to stoP at any one chakra' So when you

set out to do these exercises, take enough time to co-mplete the

cycle. If you do not achieve whiteness at the end of any single

chakra exercise, then that chakra is imbalanced: you should

not go on to the rest of the exercises until you exhale white at

Spleen

The next symbol is the triangle. For the exercise,
imagine a transparent or translucent pyramid
with four sides and a botom. This pyramid will
have to be big enough for you to sit inside (in
whatever position you choose). You may prefer
to create a second image of yourself and observe

this figure sitting. inside the pyramid. Most people have a
more intense experience, however, if they imagine themselves
inside it.

When the image is complete and you are sitting inside, fill
the pyramid with a pink substance, either all at once or
gradually. You might imagine this process as being like water
rising from the bottom and slowly covering you.

BREATHINC

Begin breathing as in the firsr exercise, raking in all the
pink substance through your mouth and letting it fill your
insides down to the base of your spine. Then let the pink
substance lift r5l a bit, up to your hipbones and your waist.
During the root chakra exercise we imagined that there was a
door holding all rhe red-orange substance in. Just above that
trap door for the gonads, there is another door for the spreen.
The flexible tube that is bringing in the pink substance reaches
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to the base of the spine. After the substance flows all the way

to the bottom of the tube, it flows back to the level of the

spleen door, which opens to receive all the pink and then shuts

tightly to hold onto it for a little while'

In all the exercises after the first, you inhale or pull down

the colored substance to the spinal base and then let it rise up

to the appropriate chakra level (hips for the spleen' solar

plexus for the heart, and so on). Quite often by the time you

huu" pu.k.d in all your energy at the spine, you have finished

inhaling and cannot breathe in more while you are raising the

substance to the higher level. If that occufs, just hold your

breath while the substance is rising from the spinal base to

the chakra level. (In the first exercise this was not a factor be-

cause the spinal base itself was the chakra level')

when you exhale the first two times, blow the pink out all

around you, but do not blow it uP to the top of the pyramid'

Just concentrate on filling uP the pyramid beginning with its

lo.rr.o.rr"rs. On the third exhalation, blow the pink upward'

up and out of the PYramid.

THE MEDITATION

l. Before you begin this meditation or any exercise involv.

ing the imagination, quickly check your body to detect any

tension points, Pressure sPots, itches, or other physical dis'

comforts. If any part is not relaxed, try to relax it' This is

very important. In order to become self'regulatory, you have

to learn to detect what the body is telling you'

2. Sit properly, with your eyes closed, and imagine your'

self sitting inside a clear pyramid. Then fill it up with a pink

substance.

3. Taking a deep abdominal breath through your mouth'

inhale all the pink substance, and let it go down to the base
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of the spine and then flow back up to the hips. Before you ex-
hale, make a mental check of your body and your imagined
surroundings to detect any changes in feelings or perceptions.
Is your body changing at all as it sits inside rhe pyramid? If
there is any development, mark it so that you can observe it
again during the next two breaths.

4. Now exhale, and blow the pink all around you, into
each corner of the pyramid, but do not blow upward.

5. Inhale and exhale a second time, just as before.
6. Now inhale deeply for the third time, and while the

pink is flowing to the base of your spine, observe what is
happening in the pyramid, on the outside of your body, and
so on. Then exhale, this time up and out of the pyramid. As
your breathing returns to normal, quietly observe what is
happening inside the pyramid and ro you.

FEEDBACK

During inhalation in this exercise, you will most likely feel
a constriction around your body, as if you were being fitted
into a tight glove. When this happens, rhere will be a norice-
able denseness and darkness around the body and a correspond-
ing brightness inside the pyramid, emanaring from the corners.
This indicates thar you are drawing all the pink energy into
yourself, creating a cloudiness around yourself and making
the pyramidhazy, either white or gold.

When you exhale, you will become subtle and light again,
having unloaded all this energy back into the pyramid. This
experience is rather like being underwater and holding your-
self down, then letting go and rising to rhe surface, buoyed up
by the water. Another common experience is a tingling sensa-
tion all over the body.

Those who have the capacity to observe the human body
and see through its external shell, so that it is as ransparent

Voluntory Controls
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as the image of the pyramid, srate that they see a pinkish glow

over the entire bodY.

After the final exhalation you should eventually observe

only white, but the pyramid shape wilt be less distinct than

the square was. In an extreme experience, the pyramid will

hardly be visible at all after the third exhalation. There will
be white everywhere, inside and out'

The reason for using the pyramid shape is that it is roughly

the shape of a person sitting in the lotus position' Thus, when

you btow ttrat pink substance out the top of the pyramid, you

are blowing it out the top of your own head. The significance

of this will become clearer when you experience the exercises

on the higher located chakras.

SOTAR PTEXUS CHAKRA

THE SYMBOT

The image for the solar plexus is the circle' For

the exercise we work with a green cylinder. Begin

by imagining that you are standing on a small,

green, circular field. Surrounding you, at the

penmeter of the field, is a green coil that looks
Solar Plexus i,r,^ ^ .,o*+iaollrr ctcrlrer1 slinlrrr q fe*r inches hioh^like a vertically stacked Slinky a few inches high.

BREATHING

During your first two inhalations, imagine that you are

bending down and lifting up the green coil, raising it to form

a green sleeve around you. After your breath has extended

the coil so that it envelops your entire body, fold the upPer

edge over so that it forms an inner sleeve closer to your body

as you draw it down to the level of the base of your spine'
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Then bring it back to the level of the solar plexus, and hold
this position for a moment. When you exhale, let the inner
sleeve retract to the fold, and then let the coil slip down to
rest at your feet again.

On the third inhalation, give the green coil a twirl as you
lift it so that it spins in one direction very quickly, either
clockwise or counterclockwise. It wilt rise to the top of your
head and curl over, stopping at your hips and then rising to
the solar plexus. It will be like a vast green Hula-Hoop twirl-
ing around your midsection. When you exhale, push the green
hoop upward, but instead of pushing it over your head and
down, Iet it go twirling off above you.

This rnay seem to be a difficult image, but there is a reason
for its form. Originally I instructed people to breathe in the
green cylinder as in the earlier exercises. But this pattern
tended to rigger an overemotional reaction; people became
very excited and lost their concentration. Consequently I have
altered the exercise so that it takes place entirely outside the
body, which remains a solid axis with the cylinder rising and
falling around it. Even this way, I notice some people respond-
ing with tears, which is quite all right.

THE MEDITATION

l. As always, relax your body, and mentally check it all
over to see whether there are any tension or pressure spots.
Relax them.

2.' Sit in a comfortable position, close your eyes, and begin
paradoxical breathing. Take a few deep paradoxical breaths
to ensure full relaxation.

3. Now envision yourself standing in a small, round, green
field. If this proves difficult, imagine a second image of your.
self ctanding in the field. Stacked up around your feet ic a
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green coil. Inhale deeply through your mouth, and as you do,
bend down (in your imagination), grasp the top of the green
coil, and raise it over your head. Then fold it over, and let it
fall close to you, down to your solar plexus. Still holding your
breath, lift the coil up a bit, beyond your waist, and finally up
to the solar plexus.

4. Be sure to notice what is happening around you while
you are holding your breath. Is the color of the coil changing
at all? What about its shape? Do you feel any sensations any-
where on or in your body?

5. Exhale, blowing the coil up over your head; then let
it fall to your feet in a stack, just as you first found it. Ob-
serve and note any changes or feelings, especially psycho-

logical reactions.
6. Inhale and exhale again, as before.
7, The third time, as you inhale and bend down to grasp

the coil, set it revolving quickly around you. While the coil
is twirling, lift it up with your hands and your breath, up
over your head and down inside itself, to your spine, then up
to the solar plexus. Hold it there, and observe. Exhale, blow-
ing the green coil upward and letting it twirl out of sight.
As your breathing returns to normal, quietly observe every-

thing that you can see or feel.

FEEDBACK

Among the possible color changes that will occur in this
exercise, the intervention of yellow or gold is the most com-

mon. This indicates the presence of energy from the heart
chakra, which is easily activated when we concentrate on the

solar plexus.
Because of the complexity of this particular exercise, many

people have trouble exhaling all the green energy. If any re-

mains, there will be some pressure or pain in the chest, neck,
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or forehead. If that occurs, make a greater effort each time
you do the exercise to blow out all the energy you have taken
in and to note any blockages as the energy flows upward at
the end.

HEART CHAKRA

THE SYMBOT

The symbol for this chakra exercise is the cross,
and the color is golden yellow. In Western re-
ligious traditions, the cross usually has a short
horizontal bar and a long vertical bar, symboliz-
ing an energy pattern that runs mostly up and
down, with little expansion sideways. But, the

cross for this exercise has four equal arms, emphasizing the
full extension of our energy discharges, both upward and out-
ward. To put the heart energy into a srate of equilibrium,
symbolized by this cross, requires not only an awareness of in-
coming energy (the vertical bar of the cross) but adequate ex-
pression of that awareness to the world around you (the hori-
zontal bar).

(I might add that the symbols for this series of chakra exer_
cises are building a mandala: the square on the bottom, the
triangle over it, the circle over the triangle, and now the cross
over the circle. These last two form an orb, a symbol of iustice.
wisdom, and universal peace.)

For the heart chakra exercise, imagine the cross with its
four eQual arms. Three of them, the top and the two side arms,
are open at the epd. Only the bottom end is closed. The cross
should be as big as you are or bigger and very close to you. you
may want to irnagine it as a hollow, transparent cross so that
it can be filled up. Exrending from the cenrer, or just below the
crossbar, is a tube or straw.

ilt

Heart
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Now fill your cross with a golden-yellow substance (liquid,

gas, or lighQ.

BREATHING

For your first two breaths, suck hard on the tube, and in-

hale all the yellow substance, packing it down to the base of

your spine. Then, while holding the breath, allow the yellow

to rise to the level of your heart and settle there. observe any

changes, and exhale back into the cross. For the third breath,

inhale as before; but when you exhale, blow the yellow sub-

stance out so powerfully that it sPurts out all three open ends'

The yellow substance should spurt out so forcefully that it
creates a flame, transforming the cross into a fleur-de-lis of

energy.
In all the exercises thus far, the final breath has had extra

work to do: The red-orange substance had to be blown around

the edges of the square instead of into it; the pink had to be

blown out of the top of the pyramid instead of filling it up

again; the green cylinder had to be sent twirling into the air

irrsteud of placed back down on the ground' In this exercise

the yellow must be sent spurting out through the three open

ends of the cross. obviously, then, the final exhalation is faster

and more powerful than the first two in every case. You are not

merely exhaling; you are blasting your breath into the symbol

and beyond.

THE MEDITATION

l. As usual, prepare yourself by sitting comfortably, clos'

ing your eyes and beginning paradoxical breathing' As you

begin these practice breaths, exhale with an audible sigh, and

lct your whole body become limp and rclaxed. check your
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body, and relax any tense points. Exhale fully, and pause a
moment before beginning inhalation.

2. Imagine a large cross, with four equal extensions. FiIl
it with a substance that is the golden-yellow color of honey.

3. Open your mouth, and sucking on the tube at the cen-
ter of the cross, inhale deeply, making sure the yellow sub-
stance goes all the way down to the base of your spine.

4. As you hold your breath, allow the substance to rise to
breast level and settle around the heart. Observe any changes
in the color or quantity of the substance or the shape of the
cross and any physical and psychological reactions in yourself.

5. Slowly exhale, pushing the yellow through the tube
and back into the cross. Continue to observe the process, not-
ing any alterations or reactions.

6. Breathe in again, and repeat the cycle.
7. The third time, inhale briskly, as before. Pause a mo-

ment before exhaling; then blow the yellow forcefully
through the tube so that all of it spurts out of the cross, spray-
ing from each of the three open sides.

8. Let your breathing return to normal as you continue
to observe yourself and the situation.

FEEDBACK

The heart chakra is the fulcrum of the rransmutation of
energy that occurs constanrly in the body. Thus, when we
begin to excite this center, many physiological changes may be
stimulated. For instance, you may pe$pire a bit more during
this exercise, especially through the hands or chest. This is a
way for the bodl to exude toxins. You may also feel a very acute
blockage of energy flow at the neck, more than during the
previous exercises. As a result, you may have some pain or
tension there by the time you are done. The next chakra, the
throat chakra, is the expressive one, and has not been suffi-
ciently rtimulated; so released energy gets stuck there.
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of course color is the most important thing to observe.

Did any colors other than yellow intervene? Did the golden

yellow change to whire, silver, or gray? At the third exhalation,

the substance spraying out may take the form of bubbles,

an effervescence of silver bubbles. This indicates that energy

has been purified, and the result will be a feeling of intense

well-being and peace. The impurities in your system may be

loosened by this time, and this lump of impurities may give

you quite an inrernal jok when it is released, Then it will be

broken down and released as a burp. You may have a dizzy

feeling, too; but this will happen in any of these exercises if
the center involved is being awakened from a previously

sluggish state.
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power. The organism's energy must be mellowed and directed
by the two higher energy centers, the pituitary and pineal
chakras. However the strength for expressing the energy comes
from the lower chakras. The heart chakra is the transition
point where the purificarion process begins.

In the mandala evolving from our chakra symbols, the
crescent represents the cup of a chalice known as the Holy
Grail. It contains the wisdom necessary for us to evolve from
unconsciousness to full consciousness. The base of the pyramid
forms the base of the cup, and the cross is the stem of the
chalice that supports rhe bowl.

For this exercise, the crescent takes the three-dimensional
form of a cup; it will be filled with a dark blue substance (you
will probably want to imagine this as a liquid).

BREATHING

During each inhalarion, you will imagine yourself picking
up a very large chalice, tipping it to your mouth, and slowly
swallowing all the blue liquid. These inhalations will have to
be cautiously spaced because they should be slower than those
for the previous exercises. This blue liquid is very precious,
like rare wine, and you want to savor its taste fully, without
rushing. Not a drop is to be spilled.

In your imagination, let the blue liquid descend all the
way to the base of the spine. Let ir rise; it will be exiting thy-
roid. Pause after the long inhalation, hold the liquid in, and
then exhale, letting the liquid rise back up rhrough your
throat, over the thyroid, and back into the cup. Follow the
same pattern for the second breath.

On the third*breath, you will try to rerain the liquid in-
stead of letting it flow back into the chalice. You have become
a glutton, so you gulp down the liquid and let it rest inside;
then, as it starts to come back out, you gag once, making it

Voluntcry Gontrols

THROAT CHAKRA (THYROID)

rHE SYMBOT

The symbol for the throat chakra is a crescent,

and the color is blue, the color of volition' The

throat is the expressive center. At this final stage

of transformation, our energy is made ready for
Throat

expression. The thyroid is very important be-

cause it governs not only the body's metabolism but also the

metabolism of consciousness. What the organism exPresses

through the thyroid is all the energy that has been pulled up

by the heart from the lower energy centers (gonads, spleen'

solar plexus). In order to maintain a balance of energy in the

organism, what has been absorbed from the environment

must be returned to it.
A person whose thyroid chakra is out of balance with the

other chakras would be very destructive not only against so-

ciety but also against himself, owing to his unbridled will'
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substance. Then relax your throat, and let the liquid flow out
under its own force. Now relax your breathing, but continue
to observe the images in your mind, as well as your physical
and emotional reactions.

FEEDBACK

The blue liquid may rurn into many other colors, depend-
ing on the extent to which the other chakras may be stimulated
or connected with the activity of the thyroid gland. As we saw

with the solar plexus, the stimulation of a particular chakra
may have an effect on the chakra directly above it. The dark
blue of the thyroid may turn into a very dark purple or brown,
which usually indicates pituitary gland interaction. As we will
see later, the color associated with that chakra is indigo, a color
in transition between purple black and brown purple. When
this color aftects royal blue, the result may look black or murky,
but you should try carefully to detect what color tones are
hidden in the blackness. A healthy condition of the throat
chakra will be indicated by a pale blue in the exhalations.

Do not be concerned if more liquid flows back into the
chalice during exhalation than was originally there. This is a
common experience.

BROW CHAKRA (P|TU|TARY GrAND)

THE SYMBOT

The symbol for the sixth energy center, the brow
or pituitary chakra, is a six-pointed star, and the
color is indigo. This is the Star of David, of
course, or the Star of Creation. In Cabalistic sym-
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pause in your throat before you let it run out of your mouth'

As you let the liquid go, the cup also Passes away'

To gag, -.r"1y activate the glottis momentarily' as if you

*"r. gJping, and exert uPon it the Pressure of your breath

tryi.tf to-er."p.' When yot'' huut gutped or gagged once' the

,.i"u* will bring a rush of air, ahhhh' At this point the

imaginary liquid will flow out' Because we are internalizing

this entire process anyway' there is no need for any noisy

sound effe.ts in this third exhalation' The only sound you

might hear yourself making is that slight ahhhh as you release

the glottal constriction and exhale'

THE MEDITATION

l. Sit comfortably, shut your eyes, and imagine a large

chalice in front of you. It is large, but you can still lift, it by

using both hands. Now fill the chalice with a deep' royal blue

tiquitl. The color may start to change right away' D1 not

-"t. any efiort to control it; just observe and remember'

2. In'hale slowly and deeply, drinking the cool blue liquid

that passes over your tongue and descends far down inside un'

til it settles at the base of your spine' Savor every swallow' and

hold it in; pause to observe any reactions in your body' Then

exhale, lettirrg the liquid rise and flow back into the cup with'

out making 
"oy 

efiort to push it' Pause again' and watch the

texture and color of bothihe residue of the substance and the

cup and of course your own reactions to the Process'

3. Inhale and exhale a second time' just as before'

4. For the third breath, you become very thirsty and take

in the last bit of the liquid with a strong inhalation, gulping it

down all the way to the base of the spine' Pause;-then as you

begin to exhale and the liquid rises' lock your throat at the

glJttis, as if you were beginning to swallow' but retain the
#

Brow
bolisnr, the inverted triangle represents an empty
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receptacle, and the other triangle lePresents energy radiating

into the receptacle and filling it.
Energy ".tt.tt 

the organism at the top and travels down-

ward, disintegrating as it goes into the seven subtle forces,

which correspond to the seven chakras. once it has reached

the lowest point, we are responsible for synthesizing this energy

and expressing it, following the same route the energy trav-

eled as it entered and diffused itself within us: from the

gonads, spleen, and solar plexus back to the heart, the throat,

and now the pituitary gland, which accomplishes the final

synthesis before expression through the pineal, or crown,

chakra. Thus the six-pointed star is a suitable symbol for

stimulating the brow chakra because thq two triangles repre-

sent incoming and outgoing energy'

For this exercise, however, we will concentrate on the star

image as a whole. Imagine this six-pointed star as being the

floor plan for a tall, roofless room with twelve walls correspond-

irrg to the twelve sides creared by the six points. If it is easier,

think of the star as a giant cookie cutter that is a foot or so

higher than you are. You will imagine that you are sitting in

the middle of this tall room, and each of the six corners will be

filled with the indigo substance.

BREATHING,

As you begin breathing deeply, with your eyes closed' you

will start to turn. If you need to, you may picture yourself sit-

ting on a revolving disc. Turn just fast enough to make one

fuli revolution with each inhalation, and as you turn, suck in

the indigo from all six corners in one breath. Let the indigo

settle at the base of your spine. Then, holding your breath'

stop revolving, and let the indigo rise all the way up to your

brow. concentrate on your interior feelings. As you exhale,

start turning in the rcvcrse direction, and blow the substance

back into the six corncrs ils yort revolve Past them. If your ex-

halation is much slower and longer than your inhalation, you
can complete two revolutions while exhaling.

It does not matter in which direction you start turning
when you inhale. Follow your natural inclination, which will
depend on which hemisphere of your brain is dominant. Once
you have started the exercise, do not interfere if the color of
the substance turns from indigo to something else or if you
start turning in another direction. Just observe all these altera-
tions so that you can review them later.

On the third breath, continue the pattern of taking in your
breath more briskly and blowing the substance out forcefully;
but blow it up and over the top of the walls, not back into the
star-shaped room. This room has no roof; hence the substance
can float right up when you finally release it.

rHE MEDITATION

l. Sit comfortably, and practice deep breathing, inhaling
paradoxically. Release your breath with a sigh. Repeat.

2. Shut your eyes, and imagine yourself sitting inside a
six-pointed star. Build up its walls until they are higher than
you, but do not put a roof on the top of this room. Fill the
room with an indigo.colored substance (liquid, light, or gas).
If you have trouble imagining indigo, start with red and then
add blue to form purple; then add green, and when that
mixes, you will have indigo.

3. The area where you are sitting becomes a revolving
plate. Start rotating, and get the experience of turning
around. Move around a few times, but not too fast. Start to
breathe deeply; ihen stop rotating, and start again in the op-
posite direction. As you are turning, breathe deeply through
your mouth, and take in all the indigo substance out of each
of the cix corners. Tty to do this in one revolution.

{. Ar you rtop revolving, hold in the subctance, and let it

Activoting the Chqkrqs il9
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rise from the base of your spine all the way back up to your

brow. Observe your reactions. Then begin turning back in the

opposite direction, and blow the substance back into the six

.oro"rr. Pause before you inhale again, observe what has hap'

pened to the substance and the room, and check any physical

and psychological responses you may be experiencing'

5. Inhale and exhale a second time, just as before'

6. Now speed uP your revolution, and inhale, following

the same pattern as before, but this time more briskly. when

you are ready to exhale, turn quickly in the opposite direc-

iiorr, aod blow the substance upward, over the walls of the

room and away.

FEEDBACK

This exercise is fairly straightforward. The only problem

that usually crops up ar firsr is difficulty in coordinating breath-

ing and turning, which means that you may finish inhaling

either before or afrer completing one revolution. simple prac-

tice will help you regulate your breathing so that you reach all

six points in exactly one breath.

The reason for the turning motion in this exercise is that

I have discovered over the years how bften the pituitary is

clogged, which Prevents its energy from circulating properly'

Most people have no regulatory control over the pituitary at

all. The revolutions are designed to loosen uP our interior

approaches to and from the pituitary and make its synthesiz-

ing functions more efficient. It is also important, at least when

you begin the revolving, to let yourself be the axis for the mo-

tion. The axis may change during the exercise; the room may

be moving instead of you or along with you' But you must be

the axis at first so that the decision to revolve is your conscious

act. only your own activity can awaken the unconscious deci'

sions lying within each chakra.

Activoting the Chakrus

cRowN CHAKRA (PrNEAr. BODY)

THE SYMBOT

Crown

The symbol for the crown chakra is the lotus;
the color is the rich purple of an orchid. For this
exercise, your head becomes the calix, the bulb
at the base of the lotus; the purple flower is float-
ing above your head. Your neck and the rest of

your body form the stem. The earth on which you are standing
and which surrounds the stem of the lotus is the decaying bulb.
When a lotus flower flourishes, its bulb decays, until the peak
of the flowering is matched by the collapse of the bulb. But
by this time a new bulb has begun to grow.

We can see the same cycle of growth and decay in the earth
itself. At the close of each day, the sunset gives the world its
final flowering. More fundamentally, the world never appears

the same today as it did yesterday. Each morning is in a sense

a rebirth, the beginning of the world, and you and each eve-

ning are the end, a death experience.
We have something to do with this cycle, too. If we and

the world hinged onto us can develop holistically, becoming
aware of earth evolution through self-evolving, then we will
grow daily into advanced stages of existence more easily and
with fewer problems. As this happens, we will be able to leave

behind old developments without regret, thereby clearing the
way for each new level of consciousness. We are the ones who
are changing the earth. Our individual growth in conscious-

ness means that we are efficiently and thoroughly transmuting
all the energy that we are taking in and fully expressing it,
holding nothing back.

This process ensures an intimate, transpersonal relation-
ship to the cosmos. We begin, if only a little bit at a time, to
live like higher beings, taking in our nourishment in the
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form of subtle, fine energy and giving it all back, fully in-

tegrated, to the cosmos.

The lotus flower symbolizes this transpersonal relationship

in which we absorb fine cosmic energies and reissue them into

the world. The lotus flower, like a water lily, lives surrounded

by water. This water rePresents the currents of pure energy

rhat surround us as well. Like the 10tus, we should bend with

the current, without Putting up resistance.

In each individual chakra exercise, we are working with

the flow of energy from outside to within and back out once

more. But especially in this final crown chakra, we have a

sharply defined symbol of our energy environment in the water

surrounding the lotus. In terms of consciousness-raising tech-

niques, the water is the energy field of whiteness that we create

around ourselves for health. Before beginning any of these

exercises, then, it is appropriate to radiate an energy field of

pure whiteness.

BREATHING

As always, inhale through your mouth' But because you

are a flower this time, imagine that you are breathing in at the

top of your head. Flowers are relaxed when their petals are

folded in, and they are at work transforming energy when

their petals are fully extended. As you inhale, the petals above

your head will extend. Their orchid-colored substance de-

scends through the stem (your spine) to the base and then into

the earth below.
The inhaled energy reaches below the gonads, the root

chakra; feel it going down your legs. Let the energized sub-

stance nourish all the stem cells, soaking all your insides. While
you are holding in your breath, have the substance rise up the

stem, which is you, settle momentarily in the middle of your

forehead, and then leave through a small area of your skull
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above it that is part of the flower bud, not the stem. In exhal-
ing, gently blow the orchid-colored substance (or whatever
color it has become) into the atmosphere. On the third breath,
twirl the substance as it descends and rises. This revolution
gives it more speed and energ), and the final exhalation can

be more brisk.
For the meditations on the four chakras above the heart

chakra, the first two breaths have been gentler and more

rhythmic than in the first three chakra exercises because the
heart chakra is the point at which we began dealing with more

subtle energies. At the solar plexus level and below, the slug-

gishness of the energy system requires that we try to break up
the solidity by heavy breathing.

THE MEDITATION

l. After settling into a relaxed pose and practicing some

deep abdominal or paradoxical breathing, relax your atten-
tion to breathing, shut your eyes, and imagine a lotus flower
floating on the top of your head. You are surrounded by
water, and the flower is resting on top of the water. Fill in the

picture. Your head is the flower bud, the rest of your body
is the stem, and at the bottom, your feet are rooted in the

decaying bulb. The color of the lotus and the atmosphere

above it is a rich purple, the color of an orchid.
2. Inhale gently, taking in a good dose of the orchid-

colored substance from the atmosphere. Let it descend all the

way down to the bulb, at foot level; feel it descending and
nourishing the stem. As you hold in your breath, let the sub'

stance rise to the top of your head. When you exhale, it drifts
back through the flower into the air.

E. Observe what has happened to the color of the sub'

stance, what the lotus petals have been doing as you inhale
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and exhale, and what feelings you have experienced as the
substance has nourished your body. Do you feel any mental
exhilaration?

4. Inhale again, very gently now, and observe the petals
opening up. Let the purple substance go all the way down ro
your feet and then float up to the top of your head. Now ex-
hale, letting it pass out of the top of your head and beyond.
The petals are closing now as you finish exhaling. Pause.

5. The third time, inhale with a twist, so that the sub.
stance twirls down the stem, picking up speed and energy. It
will swirl around your feet and then rise, twisting like the
stripes on a barber pole, and nourish all your cells and the
crown of your head. Now exhale with a sigh, and let the sub-
stance fly out the top.

FEEDBACK

If the lotus color becomes brighter each time, the growing
whiteness or silver gray will come all the way down the srem,
rather than remaining on top in the petals. At the final ex-
halation, you may see all the petals blow away, and then you
will see the heart of the flower. You may see yourself inside
that heart, like a little baby. Others see themselves reborn,
floating above the lotus flower.

The commonest color that may intervene here is gold, the
color from the heart chakra. It is also possible that your lotus
may wither and die, but like all dying, this will be only the
preliminary stage to new growth.

After you have become familiar with each of the chakra
exercises you will want to practice them in an unbroken se-

quence to gain maximum benefit from them. When you do a
series of combined chakra exercises, you will feel more ener-
gized when you have finished. Your vision may improve, too,
making things appear brighter when you open your eyes. And
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of course as your energy begins to flow more freely, you should
begin to see whiteness at the end of each part of the exercise.

The whiteness does not have to look like a movie screen. It can

be a foggy, cloudy, pulsating white, or a pale gray. All these are

healthy resolutions, too.

There will be many pulsating points around your body,

especially at the base of your spine, which should be rather
warm. In fact, by the end of the third chakra exercise, you may

feel that the pulsating points are twirling around with the

green substance as well.
As I have mentioned, you may feel some tension or clog-

ging in your throat or chest or even your forehead. This may

be partly the result of a pacing problem. Let me explain by an

analogy. You are driving on the freeway at forty-five miles per
hour, and the engine is running smoothly. If you suddenly

put your foot on the gas pedal to accelerate rapidly, the car-

buretor cannot process the fuel quickly enough, and so the

whole car will tremor, a gasp or shock of reverberation, until
everything can catch up to the new pace. The same thing can

happen to your organism, in which case it does no harm to take

the exercises more slowly. This will mean, however, that you

will have to be able to breathe more slowly and deeply. And
that takes us back to the benefits of working on your breathing.

Learn to hold your breath for a reasonably long period of time
and to exhale slowly, passively willing yourself to overcome

your body's wish to speed up the breathing cycle. Not only is

relaxation the consequence of deep breathing; it can also help

you attain new levels of breath control and extension.

MANDATA MEDITATION

Preparation

Assunte the proper position, and practice some paradoxical
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deep breaths, inhaling deeply and exhaling slowly. Shut your
eyes, and return to normal breathing.

Symbol

Imagine a large, square, open conduit in front of your face.

Fill it with a red-orange substance, and let the substance swirl
around inside the conduit for a moment. Become aware of
the vast depths of the conduit, and note how the substance

moves around in it, going back farther than you can see.

Action

Now draw all the red orange into your body through the
mouth. Inhale deeply, taking it all in, and move all the red
orange through your mouth and down to the base of your
spine. Hold it there. Check your body and surroundings, the
square, the substance, their color and shape, and your own
feelings. Exhale slowly, and push all the red orange back inside
the square conduit. Observe the colors now. For the second

breath, follow the same pattern as before.

Resolutiott,

The third time, inhale as before; but when you exhale,
instead of blowing the substance inside, blast it around the
outside of the square. Return to normal breathing, and ob-
serve. What color is the substance now? Is there any inside
the box? How much is white? What are your own feelings? Is
any part of your body sending out signals?

Symbol

Envision a transparent pyramid as big as you are, move
inside it, and sit down. Now fill the pyramid with a pink sub-

stance or light.

Actlvcting the Chqkros

Action

Use your mouth to suck in all the pink from every corner

of the pyramid, just as if you were a vacuum cleaner. Let it
flow down to the base of your spine; then let it drift uP to the

level of your spleen, at the top of your hips. Hold it, and ob-

serve. Exhale slowly, pushing the pink back into all the

corners of the pyramid. For the second breath, follow the same

pattern as before. Observe the pyramid constantly, noting any

changes.

Resolution

The third time, inhale as before; but when you exhale,

look upward, and blow the pink substance right out of the

pyramid through an opening at the top. Return to normal

breathing, and observe whatever is happening.

Symbol

Imagine that you are standing on a gleen circle. Think of

the greenness as being very thick and stacked up around the

edges of the circle, like a green sleeve with a coil inside it.

Action

Inhale deeply, and in your imagination, bend down, grasp

the edges of the circle, and pull it up until it is level with the

top of your head. Then bring it down close to you, as if you

were tucking.rhe sleeve inside itself. Feel the greenness gliding

past the onttide of your body. Stop it at your hip level, hold

your breath, and during that pause, lift the cylindrical walls up

to the midchest (solar plexus) Ievel. Observe. Exhale, pushing

the greenness of the wall up to the top of your head and over;

e
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let it fall back down into the circle shape. Pause, and observe.

For the second breath, follow the same pattern as before.

Resolution

The third time, set the cylinder spinning very quickly so

that it starts to rise almost automatically with your hands
guiding it up to your head, over, and down, right around your
body. When it settles at midchest level, it will be swirling
rapidly, like a whirlpool. Exhale forcefully, and push it up
and away. Breathe normally, and observe.

Symbol

Imagine a transparent, hollow cross as big as you are, with
four equal arms, the top and side arms being open-ended.
Bring it close to you, and fill it full of sparkling golden-amber
substance.

Action

Let a tube connect your mouth to the center of the cross,

and inhale through it, drawing in all the yellowness and letting
it sink to the base of your spine. Then, while holding your
breath, let it rise up to armpit level. Observe everything. Ex-
hale, and slowly force the substance back through the tube
into the cross. For the second breath, follow the same pattern
as before. Observe any changes taking place in you or the cross

or the substance.

Resolution

The third time, inhale as before; but when you exhale,
blow the substance forcefully out thc three open ends of the

Visualize a large chalice before you. Fill it with a deep N_
blue liquid, and then raise the cup to your lips. \-

Actian

Slowly inhale, and as you do, drink from the chalice, savor-

ing every swallow. Let the precious royal blue substance flow

down your throat and into your body until it pools at the base

of your spine. When the chalice is emptied, hold your breath

and the liquid within you for a moment. Observe all feedback.

Exhale, and let the liquid rise and flow back into the cup. Note

all changes that may have occurred in the color and texture

of the substance and any physical or emotional reactions that

you may be experiencing. Inhale and exhale once more, re-

peating this visualization.

Resolution

With your third breath, forcefully inhale all the liquid
in one gulp, pouring it down to the base of the spine. Pause.

As you begin to exhale, lock your throat, and gag on the liquid
as it rises. Maintain this locked position for a moment; then

release the liquid and allow it to flow out. As it flows, both the

chalice and liquid dissolve into nothingness. When the disso-

lution is complete, review your exPeriences by observing your

total mentalpphysical, and emotional state.

SymboI

Imagine that you are sitting in the middle of a tall roorn I

Activoting the Ghqkros

cross so that it sprays out
but continue to observe.

129

Breathe normally,

Symbol
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that has a star-shaped floor. The six corners of the star are

filled with an indigo-colored substance.

Action

Inhale deeply, and notice that your body begins to spin
in place. With each inhalation, you will turn a full circle (360
degrees). As you turn, breathe in all the indigo from the
corners of the room. Let the substance settle at the base of
your spine. As you pause before exhaling, your body stops

turning, and you allow the indigo to rise up to the level of
your brow. Remember to be fully aware of all feelings and
sensations that you experience during this process. Exhale,
allowing your body to spin in the reverse direction, and blow
the indigo back into the corners of the room. Repeat this en-

tire procedure with your next breath.

Resolution

On the third breath, inhale briskly and spin as before.
When you exhale, turn quickly in the opposite direction, and
blow the indigo out of the room, through the open roof above.
Again, passively monitor all your reactions.

SymboI

Your head is the calix of a lotus blossom whose purple
petals extend above you. Your body is the stem that reaches
through the water to the cool mud below. You are at iest, so

the blossom is closed.

Action

Inhale, and feel the air entering throtrgh the top of your
head. As you breathe in, the lotus petals extend, and the
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blossom opens. Your inhalation carries the orchid purple of
the bloom down to the base of your spine. Even your legs

begin to tingle with the nourishing energy you are absorbing.

Hold in your breath, and allow the purple to rise up and settle

for a moment in the center of your forehead. Exhale, and let

the purple tinge the petals of the lotus with color. Notice the

color of the lotus, and remember the feelings and sensations

you experience. Inhale and exhale again in this same Pattern.

Resolution

Inhale for the third time by breathing in and imagining

that the air is swirling like a whirlpool into your body with
ever greater intensity and speed. Let it swirl the purple color

down the stem of your body. When this vortex of energy

reaches your toes, it witl reverse direction and spin upward.

As it whirls out the top of your head, it may blow away the

petals of the lotus and reveal to you the secret held inside the

bloom.

When you have completed this sequence of visualizations,

remain within the experiences you have had until the idea of

awakening occurs to you. Carefully acknowledge and affirm

all feelings, sensations, and insights that you have observed

during the meditation. Then gently awaken to the world

around you, feeling strengthened and fulfilled by your jour-

ney. Your body and mind will feel clarified, lightened, perhaps

even tingling with energy for some time after awakening.

This delightful condition can be extended and experienced

all the time, not just after meditation. When we can live our

lives with this awareness, we have begun to discover our wealth

of inner resources (one of the goals of meditating creatively

that will be elaborated in Chapter 8).



B.

Harmony of Mind and Body

Mind and body are different expressions of the same thing:
the unique part of the universe that is you. But we have come

to think of the body as being the physical vehicle for the mind
and of the mind as being the brain, which is the comPuter

center for the complex muscular and neural structure that
cotlects information about the world for us and reacts to that
world. Aside from minor eccentricities, all brains and all
bodies are the same. How, then, are we to account for the fact

that we are all different?
Some scientists say our differences arise from the unique

combinations of genetic heritage; social, cultural, and physical

experiences; and instincts that form individual lives. Such a

mechanical model seems to include everything except the

most important quality of being human, that aspect that makes

each of us unique: the ability to create, to envision what is not,

and then to give it form in the world. We create every time we

perceive connections between events, facts, or feelings that we

never before noticed, every time we experience that flash of
sudden understanding or find a new way to do something or

rt2
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make something beautiful. In fact we do very little that does

not draw upon our creative capacity.

A machine cannot create; it can only mimic what it has

been taught and react in predesignated ways. When we accePt

the idea that our bodies are machines whose functions are

determined by external circumstances, we soon become
,,strangers in a strange land." our bodies are separate from us,

alien, and potentially threatening. No wonder we begin to

block energy; no wonder we become attached to any situation

that gives us temporary shelter from the awareness of our

alienated condition. When we are attached to a situation or to

the perpetuation of certain feelings or to the attainment of a

specific goal, we are dominated by that attachment; our lives

are no longer freely self-created but controlled by desire and

fear.
Rather than seeing our bodies as seParate entities, we need

to perceive a relationship between mind and body. And for

this relationship to be balanced, a fulcrutn is needed on which

the tension between mind and body can be balanced. That

fulcrum is the soul, or spirit, the third aspect of the triune

narure of the human being. The functional definition of this

aspecr is that it is the viewpoint from which we perceive the

whole. It is the persPective we learn to attain when we be-

come mediators in meditation, and it is the motivating and

directing purpose of our existence. Mind and body are the

worlds in which we can experience, learn, and manifest our

creative potentials and understand ourselves to be cocreators

of this universe. When we become conscious of this pur-

posive part of our beings, we become aware of our souls, of the

spirit withinps. Opposites, such as mind and body, can then be

seen as two sides of the same coin. All parts of creation are

interconnected. We fail to perceive the whole when we become

identified with any single asPect of it, as we do when we

identify ourselves only with our cognitive, r4tional minds.
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In order to become conscious again, we must disidentify
from what dominates us. All rhe techniques of creative medi-
tation can help us become aware of our attachments and thus
cultivate a state of nonatrachment. How do we disidentify? We
raise our sights and take aim at our higher purpose, the reason
for being that we perceive when we act as mediators in our
lives. Paradoxically, we must attach ourselves to another goal
in order to free ourselves from our present restricting attach-
ments.

When we are born, we are attached to our mothers, and
being attached is a fundamental aspect of living. Growing be-
yond our attachments is like climbing a mounrain. Before
releasing our hold on one footing, we must grasp the next step.
In other words, we must see what lies ahead and be willing to
move toward it, leaving our present level behind. This process
is never completed. As we grow or climb higher, we envision
expanded vistas and perceive fuller goals. We constantly be-
come reattached and ilominated, so we must continuously
strive to set ourselves free. It is best to accept this as part of the
cycle of living, with the consolarion that every time we move
beyond an attachment, we become more conscious and less

vulnerable to rigidity and disease.

Attachment and energy stagnation are the primary sources
of disease. They signal that we are no longer exercising our
creative abilities. We forget about creative living as we fall
into the illusion of a determined, mechanical world. We begin
to inhabit our bodies as if they were something outside our-
selves. This attitude leads to a duality in which mind and body
are at war, and we are the victims.

When we become attached and rigid, we can become dis-
eased. I believe that all diseases result from a lack of cohesive-
ness and harmony among mind, body, and spirit and therefore
a lack of consciousness. As soon as you alienate yourself from
your body or neglect a potential creative impulse, you sufter
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a loss of consciousness. The cumulative effect of many such

suppressions is disease.

As a society, we are beginning to discover the inherent in-
volvement of mind with body and to apply this insight to one

of our major health problems: stress-related disorders. Psycho-

somatic medicine, the medicine of the future, provides a

holistic perspective on the function of disease and health in the

evolution of the individual.
Stress-related disorders occur when a person converts his

or her anxiety into a physiological dysfunction; that is, a men-

tal or emotional imbalance is transferred to the physical plane.

This transference usually comes about because we refuse to
recognize or deal with the emotional imbalance. The body is
then forced to do the work, for anxiety does not go away just

because we pretend it is not there. All of us have the capacity

for dealing with our anxieties, and once we are aware of them,

we become responsible for taking them in hand. Too often,

though, it seems easier not to face them at all than to accePt

the challenge of growth.
Anxiety is different from simple fear. Whereas fear is a

recognition of a real danger, anxiety is a looming sense, a vast

cloud of uncertain, threatening possibilities. Once a fear is

identified, it can usually be dispelled; but anxiety is harder to

define and combat, often because its origin is not in anything

specific. For the most part anxieties arise as a result of expec-

tations. We are afraid that we cannot perform up to standard.

Whose standard? Usually we try to live up to the standards of

others, rather than to our own. Because we are ignorant about

ourselves, we accept other people's exPectations of what we

are supposed to be and do. This means that we have to rely

on others to validate our lives; we are directed by external

demands mther than by inner vision. All this can be reversed

when we take time to learn about ourselves and our own

values.
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The central issues in neurosis are the pain of chronic
anxiety and what we do to avoid this pain. All psychiatric dis-

turbances are the abnormal channels used by the organism to

deal with this pain. An abnormal channel is the conversion of
anxiety into physiological and psychological imbalance, which
is at first self-perpetuating. Then the abnormality wears down
the organism, and we become self-destructive.

Our bodies suffer many symptoms that are actually the re-

sult of reactions to anxiety. For example, there are dysfunc-

tions of sensory and motor faculties such as stuttering. The
stutterer gives orders to his motor faculty to speak, but it mal-
functions. Many cases of blindness and deafness have the same

cause. Anxiety may be entering our perception through a

particular organ, perhaps the eye or the ear, and so we learn-
to our detriment-to shut it out. Numbness in the face or the
extremities is often caused by suppressed anxiety. Less serious
symptoms are the familiar feeling of having a lump in your
throat, perhaps to the point where you may have difficulty
swallowing; stiffness in the joints; muscle tension; and general
aches and pains.

No matter what it may be called and no matter what its
physical sources and manifestations, every disease has its
origin in a lack of consciousness. Somehow we have lost aware-
ness of an important aspect of ourselves-our emotional ex-
pressiveness, our physical flow of energy or need for nourish-
ment, or our spiritual reason for being. If any of the three
dynamics of consciousness is repressed, an imbalance results,
and physiological and psychological dysfunctions begin. The
most specific, direct, and unavoidable consequence of the lack
of consciousness is cancer.

I see cancer present in every person in its first stage, the
stage of latency. To get a feeling for what latency is, think
about your own growth in self-awareness. All the growth that
is possible for yoti to achieve already exists, latent or hidden

in your organism. It may be hidden to your conscious mind,
but it is always alive and active in the paraconscious. By staying
in vital communication with your paraconscious, you will al-
ways know the direction in which you are growing. But if your
growth potential remains latent through your refusal to ac-

knowledge it and develop, it becomes stagnant. Stagnant
energy becomes an obstruction that inhibits the flow of many
of the other forms of energy in your organism. This inertia is

sufficient to cause a condensation affecting your biochemical
processes. The body chemistry begins to produce mutants
rather than normal cells, and the latent cancer begins to mani-
fest itself.

Every moment of our lives demands that we change be-

cause the world constantly changes. If we do not resist or re-
press awareness of change, we grow and remain healthy. Only
when we freeze, when we try to stop the flow, does change

result in dysfunction. Any energy, faculty, capability, or physi-
cal aspect of the body that is restrained and not used causes

the body's chemistry to produce substances that are denser
than normal. I believe that cancer is a four-stage process.

Latency is the first stage, and this densification, which results

in benign tumors, is the second.

Stages one and two can be used as feedback, warning us of
stagnation and its potentially worse effects. Do not imagine that
the ability to be self-monitoring is some new experience that
you have to try very hard to achieve. You are getting feedback

all the time but are simply not paying any attention to it. For
example, while you are reading this page, something I am

saying may irritate you, and you get a headache or an eye irri-
tation or just feel a bit uncomfortable. Somewhere in your
organism, my words are resonating, but you are not aware of it,
so the reaction appears to be random. It is not. Whenever your
heartbeat changes unexpectedly or you perspire for reasons

other than the weather or physical exertion or a ringing starts
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in your ear, recognize these experiences to be feedback about
your internal state. If you ignore this feedback, you have de-

nied your own insight. Then your cells begin losing direction,
become neglected, and start to stagnate.

Another critical conscious moment of choice is when you
suddenly doubt yourself. Even though you may have been
following your own direction admirably for years, you may
find yourself suddenly following someone else's ideas, by
comparing yourself with someone else. This is the first step

toward alienating aspects of yourself. Once communication
among the three aspects of your being breaks down, the in-
ternal war begins. When the early warning signals are ignored
or dealt with by severe repressive reactions, cancer moves into
the third stage, malignant tumors. Now the body has de-

veloped a plant for the reproduction of mutant cells, and other
bodily functions begin to suffer a loss of nutrition and energy.

I feel that cancer is completely curable through its first
three stages. You do not have to look outside yourself for the
cure. You already have it, and you need only to learn how to
apply it. That cure is consciousness. Discover the part of mind,
body, or spirit that is falling asleep and needs to be aroused.

You can learn to reconnect this part of yourself to the rest of
your being. At the early stages this means taking advantage of
the feedback your organism already gives you. At the very
least, concentrate on your cerebral feedback, for the brain acts

as interpreter for the energies in the paraconscious and the
unconscious. An enlightened person cannot fall itl with
cancer, no matter how many cancer cells are injected'into his

bloodstream. Full consciousness is total immunity from dis-

ease.

At this point, creative meditation and the chakra checks

can provide the essential information you need in order to
reverse the degenerative process. The efiects can be startling
when you have the key and earnestly use it to redirect the
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energy, unblock the restraints, and evaporate the stagnation.
In my own counseling experiences, I have seen people with
severe symptoms of bancer achieve a total remission in a matter
of weeks. Once the cancer has reached the fourth stage, how-
ever, and a high level of malignancy has developed, the entire
system is often severely depleted. Although it is still possible
to reverse the cancer, the body is already so exhausted that it
has no strength to impart to the growth of healthy new cells.
In such a case massive outside assistance is required, including
biofeedback, relaxation exercises, psychotherapy, etc.

The difficulty of regenerating the diseased mind-body
should encourage us to try actively to prevent the disease in
the first place. Psychosomatic medicine emphasizes preven-
tion. All the techniques suggested in this book for creative
meditation provide clear and concise self-monitored informa-
tion about your internal condition, as well as helping to pre-
vent the stagnation of energy.

In order to be effective in these practices for the prevention
of disease, we need to perceive that all parts of the world are

interrelated. From this perspective we cease to be concerned
with the processes of continual flux and interchange of energy.
Nothing is lost or gained forever. All forms and all experiences
appear, disappear, and recur again. That is the nature of
energy.

When we begin to think of ourselves as energ'y, it is easier

to appreciate the extent to which we must be interrelating with
everything that exists. Energy cannot be destroyed. It can be
transformed, but the sum total of universal energy remains
undiminished. Every particle, every mineral that you find on
the earth can pe found within the human body. Every kind
of energy in the earth's vegetable and animal kingdoms exists

within the human organism in a form appropriate to human
identity.

As humans, we have the capacity for self-transformation,
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but only after we have realized our relationship to other forms

of life. Even if you choose to ignore your relationship to the

earth's array of energy forms, you will still be affected by them.

You cannot stop the pattern of transformation of mass to energy

to mass that is the universe.

Even when you become conscious of the energy around

you and learn to alter, interrupt, or deflect it, you cannot

destroy or create it. You can, however, destroy and create

matter. All change involves destroying one form and creating

another. There is no way to create without destroying or to
destroy without creating. Remember that the words create

and, d.estro) are not automatically positive and negative. What

if I create an ulcer in my body and at the same time destroy

healthy rissue in order to creare the diseased tissue? would
you find that a positive development? It is, in fact, the healing

process in reverse.

Desruction and creation are going on all the time in an

organism. Just as it takes two electrodes, a positive and a nega-

tive, to create an electric current, it takes both positive and

negative elements to initiate a discharge of energy' Every

particle in an organism has its positive and negative attfibutes,

and when the organism is healthy, the two are in balance'

This is where awareness or consciousness can afiect the

interaction. when we know what we are creating and destroy-

ing and why, we have a better chance of achieving progressive

development. Nothing is innately positive or ne8ative. we are

affected one way or the other according to what we want or

think we want. For example, if you numb yourself in order to

avoid feeling pain or a frightening emotion, is the relief of

discomfort a positive or negative thing? I would consider that

relief negarive because it was obtained by blocking off part of

your experience and thereby freezing the flow of energy'

Health can be defined as a condition in which an or'

ganism's energy patterns or rhythrrrs are regulated and thus
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able to flow freely. There are also conditions of existence that
far surpass anything that we call good health. Once we reach

the healthful state created by consciously regulating the flow
of energy, we can gain access to the vast potentials of physical
existence. For example, if our energy centers, or chakras, were

ever to operate at their full capacity, we would no longer have

any need for physical food, and we would start to evolve into
more advanced organisms. How is this possible? Fully func-
tioning chakras are able to generate the necessary chemicals
that are required by the organism for growth.

If no sluggishness or density were detracting from the
operations of body and mind, all activity would occur at high
vibratory levels. Therefore the nutrients required by the body
could also be subtle in form, so subtle, in fact, that they could
be generated from incoming photons or light. A body that at-

tained a state of harmony beyond what we think of as mere

health would transform light into electric energy in the
chakras. A second transformation would then occur to turn
the electric energy into the chemical form that nourishes the
cells. To complete the circuit, the chemicals would turn back

into electric energy that would be emitted by the chakras. In-
stead of getting energy from secondary sources, such as ani-
mals and plants, a person in total harmony would derive it
directly from the sun, as plants do in photosynthesis.

Sleeping patterns would also change. Most people sleep

many hours each night, but many still feel exhausted on
awakening. That is because they have not really been at rest.

The anxieties, chemical imbalances, and suppressed emotions
that keep them in ill health affect them even more during
sleep. If the issues that are frozen or feared are faced in creative
meditations, they can be sufficiently resolved to prevent them
from disturbing your rest. If you go to bed with a full stomach,

your body must work to digest the food while you sleep, so you

toss and turn and feel uncomfortable. Similarly, if your mind
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is filled with undigested material-worries, blocked insights,

fears-you will suffer an equally restless night. I meditate be-

fore sleep in order to set my mind at rest. In this way niy body

can really absorb the benefits of its rest period, and I awaken

refreshed after sleeping only a few hours each night.

In fact, I do not limit my meditation to any specific time

of day. I use it as soon as a problern arises. Then I can contact

the paraconscious mind and benefit from its resources of in-

tuition and insight. In the passive stage of the creative medi-

tarion process, I can look at rhe situation objectively and then

put the problem aside in order to let the solution aPPear'

Whenever I energize a problem by allowing a flow of insight

to interacr with it, I know that the solution I find will not be

laden with punitive and reactive judgments. we must become

nonattached to our problems if we are to move beyond them

and resolve them.
In Chapter I I described a few of the more sensational

abilities that can be manifested when we become conscious of

all the functions of our bodies and minds, not just the rational

and voluntary ones. I have learned to be aware of the inter-

dynamics of mind and body to rhe extent that I can control

the flow of blood or demonstrate specific brain wave Patterns

when I choose. You have these potential abilities withirt you

right now, and if you have practiced the exercises in this book,

you probably have begun to experience them.

The primary personal benefits of creative meditation are:

Iearning to regulate involuntary functions so that you can

experience better health, resolving problems with greater

creativity, and maintaining a PersPective that allows you to

understand your life and find peace of mind. But there are

more effects than these. If I have a healthy body and an un-

fettered, active mind, and if I am aware of where my energy

originates and how it operates, I will enjoy life more. I will
also be more of a joy to others because they will see that this
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is possible. When we perceive only the negative sides of life
and are bound by our fears and desires, we become competi-
tive with one another. This is a type of personal alienation
that many people in the world suffer. But if I share what I
am with you, then I do not need to compete with you. This
sharing is the opposite of narcissism, and it represents a flow
of energy that is just as healthful for society as it is for personal
being.

There is, after all, no need to prove one's own worth by
negating someone else. We are all equal because each of us is
essential to the other's existence. Each person plays a unique
and perfect part in the scheme of the universe. When we

understand this, we begin to understand the meaning of
equality. We also experience the kind of universal love that
embraces all the variations of expression that make up our
world, mther than choosing certain parts to love and rejecting
others.

I have suggested that our health is a barometer of our
awareness of all aspects of our beings. Through creative self-

analysis, we can learn to regulate ourselves and attaih inner
harmony. However as we achieve this heightened conscious-

ness, we also take on an additional responsibility. I put it this

way: As long as I am in this world, I have to serve the world
in order to serve myself. And I see "myself" as being humanity,
not just the individual "I am." Our duty, then, is to fulfill our-
selves for the sake of all selves, as a body-mind-spirit unity, to
express consciously one aspect of the universe.
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Jack Schwarz plans to establish in Gold Hill, Oregon, a spiri-

tual, psycho-physical therapeutic complex where human

beings can develop to the extent of optimal, spiritual, psycho-

logical, and physical health*wholeness. Such a place will be

like a ,,medicine wheel," with many spokes to provide a multi-

dimensional, all-inclusive, diagnostic, therapeutic training

center existing and working in a broad framework of holistic

methods, alternative methods of healing, preventive methods,

and maintenance of optimal health adapted from many other

cultural traditions as well as our own already available sources.

For further information, please contact:

Aletheia Psycho-Physical Foundation
515 N.E. 8th Street

Grants Pass, Oregon 97526
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ris handbook gives specific, step-by-step instructions foryou to ob-
in the remarkable powers demonstrated by Jack Schwarz. An im-
r rtant part of th is techniq ue is creative med itation, an active forrn of
ed itation that is neither an inf requent exercise nor a worship ritual;
stead it provides you with a differentway of usingyour mind and
rdy-a way that will activate the paraconscious within you.
Schwarz also shows how to activate the chakras, the seven mystical
rints along the spine, each of which has a specific and powerful
:nction. Each of the points is associated with both acolor and asym-
rtr; see the front cover of this book for the arrangement of these
ements, described individually below:

ROOT CHAKRA SPLEEN CHAKRA SOLAR PLEXUS CHAKRA

IART CHAKRA THROAT CHAKRA

\CK SCHWAM, Founder and President of the Aletheia Psycho-Phys-
:al Foundatior.r, is, in the words of Arthur M. Young, author of The
eflexive L)niverse, "... not only an outstanding sensitive, but he is
,ne of the most articulate expositors of the nature and operations oj
ubtle forces. Those who seek for a science of E S P would do well
ot only to observe Jack Schwarz but to listen to him."

M
CROWN CHAKRA

@
BROW CHAKRA
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